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we would like to salute the BLocK AND BRIDLE
CLUB, its members, and advisors for a tremen-
dous year!
For over ninety years the Geo. A. Hormel & Com-
pany has taken great pride in producing the
highest quality meat products possible for the
consumer.
Geo. A. Hormel & Company is co-sponsor of
Nebraska's largest hog show, the Midwest
Market Barrow Show, which will be held on Satur-
day, March 31, 1984, at Fremont, Nebraska.
Geo. A. Hormel & Company buys hogs on a grade
and yield basis to provide the hog producer a
maximum return for their top quality hogs.
Geo. A. Hormel & Co.
P. O. Box 69
Fremont. NE 68025
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welcome to the pages of the 1983-84 University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Annual. It iswith great pride that we bring this annual to y;u. we feel that this past year has been anoutstanding year for our club. This annual contiins the highlights of the gtoct & Bridle club,s
I
Animal Science and community activities. l9g3-g4 saw theinitiatilon of many new members in-to the club and enjoyment in every activity we hosted.
Y.:,'^i:",n;:9tl::: $l t_hat this annual isnore than a yearbook or a collection of picturesvr lJrvLur wTll::lt:Lqt: iltf.1l is a representation of the.long hours and hard work put forth by B & B;,i*il;#;';fL- A 
-:'-^I (:^:^-^^ i- r---rthe Animal Science industry.
. 
As the editors, we wish to thank the members who sold ads. We also wish to thank the adver-tisers who placed their confidence in our club. A special thanks go., to the Animal Sciencefaculty and advisors for their sincerity in helping us.^It is through tf,i, unrrral that we will lookback at the activities of this past year and cherish fona memoriei. Now kick back, put your feetup, and browse through the pages of the University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Annual!
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Dan Dethlefs l,Historian
E-ur-',ct* Xtrn11
Brenda Leisy
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL, 1983-84
Assistant Historian
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The Block & Bridle Emblem is significant to club
members. It represents the principles on which this club
is built. Character, sincerity, and a moral life are asked
of members when they join and are depicted in the
straight perpendicular of the "8". The distinct curves of
the "B" are symbolic of the social pleasure, mental
ion of members.
ts the material aspects of our
behavior of Block and
ourselves that we try
respect we show to-
treat animals.
The Nebraska Chapter of Block and Bridle Club has
experienced a year of meaningful and enjoyable activi_
ties in the interest of Animal Science. This Annual is a
reflection of our growing in the developing of leader-
ship, integrity, scholarship, fellowship, cooperation, ancl
participation. Through these activities we will grow and
be better able to serve the Animal Science Industry.
Membership in the Block and Bridle Club is opin to
any student of agriculture, on the college level. who has
a sincere interest in Animal Science.
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL. 1983-84
-University of
Nebraska
Lincoln
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Animal Science DePartment
Lincoln, NE 68583-0908
Phone: (402) 472'3571
April 3, 1984
Dear Block & Bridle Club Members:
Congratulations to each member and to your officers for making this one of the University of Nebraska Block & Bridle
Club's-most successful years. The Animal'science Department faculty and staff appreciate your very valuable contribu-
tions to the University and the Animal Science Department.
We are extremely proud of the recognition you received as outstanding Block & Bridle chapter in the country at this
year's national convention. Such ,..ogiition is earned only through the wide variety of opportunities you have given your
members: well attended biweekly club meetings, fall steak fry, Little Ak-Sar-Ben, ham sales for fund raising, attendance
at national convention, local academic quadrathlon, quarter horse show, beef cattle show, spring trip and honors ban-
quet. All of these activities and events have given you the opportunity for service and demonstration of leadership poten-
tial. This year's officers deserve special commendation for iheir leadership in carrying out the club's activities. Participa-
tion in extracurricular activities such as those the Block & Bridle Club sponsors is an exremely important part of
undergraduate student education and development.
Replacement of outdated animal science teaching and livestock housing facilities on East Campus has been a priority of
the Department for several years. Completion of the Animal Science Complex will now b_e a reality with approval of con-
struction funding by the t9g+ State Legislature and its signing by Governor Kerrey. The Block & Bridle club has played an
important role in promoting,this projict and in helping to inform their senators and citizens of the state of the Depart-
ment,s needs. Future g.n.ruliorr of undergraduate sludints will receive the benefits of your efforts through the improved
teaching and research facilities that will be available to our Department.
The Universtiy of Nebraska Block & Bridle Club is a key part of the total Animal Science program at the University. I
salute you for your contributions and accomplishments and wish each member of the Block & Bridle Club the greatest suc-
cess in your future endeavors.
Sincerely,
Elton D. Aberle
Department Head
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL, 1983-84
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The university of Nebraska Block & Bridle club has enjoyed one of it's most successful and ex-citing years. As Presidents, it has been truly an honor to serve and work with the members of the mostactive and largest club at the University oi Nebraska.
Every member should be proud of the part they have played in the success of the club,s activities.The club serves a vital role at the University as weli as in the flture of the Livestock Industry. This rolecan only be fulfilled by the hard work pui forth by each member.
As in any successfu.l organization, the foundation is built upon the wisdom and efforts of the ad-visors, and the enthusiasm of the members and executives. We encourage you to build upon this foun-dation which forms a strong club and later allowr vou to receiue tocafano national recognition as ajust reward for the efforts you have put forth.
we are proud of the recognition we_have received, however no level of recognition can trulymeasure the quality of the individuals which make up our club.
This- club has given us many friends, many good times, and many valuable memories, all of whichwe will never forget. Most of all, we wish the best of luck to the club in it's activities and endeavors inthe years to come.
Doug Barnell
President 
- 
Fall 1983
Yours truly,
John Langemeier
President 
- 
Spring 1984
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l. Erwin Dye,
Alliance
2. Jack Dye,
Dyesville
3, Earl Stalnaker,
Chappell
4. Tony Arrowsmith
Bassett
5. Daugherty Angus,
Broken Bow
6. Wayne Kasson & Son,
Wilsonville
7. Havor & Carol Heyden,
Newport
8. Bauer Ranches.
Pleasanton
9. Dan Dethlefs,
Ravenna
10. Landgren Ranch,
Bartlett
11. Baum Ranch, Inc.,
Elgin
12. Mary Meister,
West Point
13. Fritz Duer,
Staplehurst
14. Elliott Jagels,
Davenport
15. The Cull Kids,
Oakland
16. Carl Hill.
Stella
17. University of Nebraska
18. UNL Barn Crew
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The 1983-84 Block & Bridle adyisors are (left to right): Dr. Jim Kinder, Dr. Chris Calkins, and Dr. Rodger
Johnson.
What do you want for your
Birthdav?
ffikw
Looking for that big gray
gelding.
Get down Dr. J!
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!191t \ow (left to right): Foster Owen, Dairy Nutrition; Mary Beck, Avian Physiology; Larry Larson, Dairy physiology;Philip Cole, Extension Dairy Specialist; Nancy Wang, Breeding and Geneticsj Cora*on Dickerson, Genetics.
Second Row (left to right): Elton Aberle, Department Head; Franklin Eldridge, Dairy production; Charles Adams,Meats; Dwight Stephens, Beef Production; Keith Gilster, Livestock and Swine Pioduction; Ernest peo, Jr.. Swine Nutri-
tion.
Third Row (left to right): Steve Bartels, Ruminant Nutrition; Rick Stock, Extension Beef Specialist; James Gosey, BeefBreeding; Paul Guyer, Beef Production; Doyle Free, Extension Poultry; Doyle Wolverton, 4-H Extension.
Fourth Row (left to right): Chris Calkins, Meats; Duane Zimmerman, Swine Physiology; James Kinder, Beef physiology;
Robert Fritschen, Swine Production; Earl Gleaves, Poultry Production; William Alsc-iiwede, Extension Swine Specialist.
Fifth 
_Row (left to right): Roger Kittok, Physiology; Dennis Brink, Ruminant Nutrition; Ted Doane, Sheep production;Tom Sullivan, Poultry Nutrition; Rodger Johnson, Swine Breeding; Merlyn Nielsen, Beef Breeding; iustin Lewis, SwineNutrition; Terry Klophenstein, Ruminant Nutrition.
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ERA!UATE STUDTNTS
Front Row: (teft to right): Sue Wimer, Jawad Ali, Wiboon Lapjatupon, Kaz Imakawa, Abdul Taher, Jia-Yu Wang'
Second Row: Reuben Novero, Abe Turgeon, Rafael Nunez, Lee Chiba, Mike Day, Julie Koenig, Patricia Pennel'
Third Row: John Struwe, Enrique Abreu, John Olthoff, Gary Asche, Doug Zalesky, Jack Kopf.
Fourth Row: Joe Hancock, Joel Brendemuhl, Dave Green, Joe Crenshaw, Victor Wilkerson, Dale Hill, Doug Burrin, Jim
Lamkey.
Fifth Row: Frank Goedeken, Larry Hand, Bill Lamberson, Ann Hollingsworth, Ralph Cleale IY, Archie Clutter, casey
Frye.
STERELTRIES
Seated (left to right): Alice Teter, Jane Ossenkop, Kaye Peterson, Diana Smith, Rene Gellatly. Standing: Lois Botts'
Cheryl Rieck, Minnie Royal, Tammie Virus, fvfaiy .lac-ons, Yicky Kobes, Beth Honnen, Deb Mason' Joann Ortiz, Leo
Shandera.
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The purpose of the committee is to meet as a
group to freely discuss ideas, activities, pro-
blems, and questions which come up between
students and the department. Some of the items
discussed at this year's meetings included the
Animal Science Completion Project and cur-
riculum changes. Throughout the year the 7 a.m.
monthly meetings produced many interesting
ideas and suggestions, despite the early hour.
\
To promote better communications between
the Block and Bridle Club and the Animal
Science Department, the Block and Bridle-
Animal Science Liaison Committee was formed.
The club's executive committee selected two
members to represent each class. Dr. Elton
Aberle (Department Head), Dr. Johnson (Sr.
Advisor), the class representatives and the club's
presidents make up the committee.
Seated (left to right): Dirk Jones, Freshman Class; Doug Barnell, l'irst Semester
President; LaRee Witte, Freshman Ctass; Bob Duer, Junior Class. Standing (left to
right): Mary Meister, Senior Class; John Langemeier, Second Semester President.
Not pictured: Kent Anderson, Junior Class; Chris Baum, Sophomore Class; Larry
Miller, Sophomore Class; Rodger Johnson, Advisor; Dr. Elton Aberle, Department
Head.
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Judging Pavilion as it is today, was built in 1915.
PROPOSED ANIMAL SCIENCE COMPLEX
ON EAST CAMPUS
Present day Loeffel Meat Laboratory, built in 1953.
Poultry
Research
Complex
Greenhouse Area
PROPOSED CLASSNOOM-OFFiCE SUiLDING
(connect Eaker Hall & Meat Lab)
PROPOSED
LIVESTOCK
CENTER
ForestrY
Lab. I I
Present
Judging MussehlPavilion Hall
Present Beaf Earn may disappearLoeffel Meat LaboratorY
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The Animal Science Completion Project is a three part complex which is essential to the quality of
the education we receive as Animal Science students.
The first part consists of the construction of classroom, laboratory, and office space. The second is
the addition of intensive research facilities to Marvel Baker Hall. The third part contains dividable
teaching center and indoor and outdoor livestock holding structures.
The Animal Science Completion Project has taken some important steps tclward becoming a reality
for the University of Nebraska this past year. Through the efforts of a host of individuals, money hai
been made available for the planning and design of the complex. During the fall, the Regents have
selected the architects who will be working on that design. The Block and Bridle Club and iti members
have been busy writing letters to the Governor and the Legislature to request that money for the pro-ject be put in their upcoming budget. The Club is also working hard to increase the awareness of the
need for the facility by giving tours and talking to as many people as possible. We hope that by next
year we will be discussing the progress of the construction rather than when that construction will
start.
As of April l,1984, Legislature passed the bill and construction will soon begin!
Dr. Mandigo showed detailed drawings of the pro-ject at the fall club meeting.
Marvel Baker Hall, the present home of the Animal Science Depart-
ment, built in 1967.
i
j
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Here's a plan for healthy livestock
It's this simple' This year consult
regularly with your veterinarian'
When it comes to the Prevention'
Oi"gnoti. and treatment of animal
diseases, Your veterinarian is the
irained 'Piof essional' Call Your
uelerinaridn early at the first sign of
oossible sickness to keeP disease[tom establishing a foothold in your
herd or flock.
Your veterinarian is ready to consult
with you at your earliest opportunityi; n6tp ke6P Your livestock-and
pets, too-healthY and Productlve'
t4
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KRIVOHTAVEK'S
Building a Reputation For Ouality Livestock
&w
Champion Performance Steer
1982 AK-SAR-BEN Livestock Show
Duroc, Yorkshire ond Crossbred Swine
Simmentol ond Crossbred Cottle
ALLEN D. KRIVOHLAVEK Phone 4021946-7631 DORCHESTER, NEBRASKA 68343
Grand Champion Barrow 1983
National Western Denver, CO
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL. 1983-84 t5
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Front Row (left to right): Doug Barnell, sutton; chris Baum, Elgin; Mark Nilsey, Lincoln; Brenda Leisy' wisner; Penny
stalnaker, chappet; Melissa Hynes, Harvard; Annette Fritctren, r,incoln; Brenda Heyden, Newport; carma 
Daughtery'
Merna.
Second Row (left to right): Linda van pelt, Harrisburg; Bryan Myers, Lincoln; carmen Uden, Bruning; sandy Hotovy'
Dwight; Mary Meiste., W.rt Point; Kim Miller, CutUJitson; Stephanie Kisker, McCook; Tanya Bader' Palmer'
Third Row (left to right): Brian Katz, DeWitt; Mark Kliewer, Henderson; Lola Doeschot, Firth; susan Borgelt' wisner;
Michelte Votaw, Holdrege.
Fourth Row (left to right): Bryan DeBrie, Kearney; Kevin Pentz, Lexington; ChuckBaum, Elgin; Mike Cull, Oakland;
Annette Kassmeier, Fr:ernont; k.nny Miller, Page; Duane Starkey, Denton; Kathy Hulse, wahoo'
Fifth Row (left to right): Jeff Rudolph, Dunbar; Mark Jagels, Davenport; Jack Dye, Dyesville; Pam Gillen, McCook;
Norma Harris, Brule; Sandra Otto, iork; Paul Oltjenbruns, Osmond; Mark Fold' Cody'
sixth Row (teft to right): Bob Duer, staplehurst; Don Esch, spalding; Robert sabata, valparaiso; wesley Dorn' Adams;
Terry Keebler, Sterling.
seventh Row (left to right): Lon Swanson, wayne; Marc Bauer, Pleasanton; Kendall Schlake, Janson; Scott Anderson'
Blair; Jeff Langmeier, Mead; Tim Arkfielo, nattr" creek; Doug Petersen, North Bend; Kent Anderson' 
Lexington'
Eighth Row (left to right): John L_angmeie-r, Schulyer; Laurie Leonard, wauneta; Jennifer Abrahamson' Axtell; Duane
,f.iningt, Franklin; M"ike Block, Cozard; Mitch Williams, North Bend'
1983-84
l6
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fitt R,ow (left to right): Michelle Macfee, McCook; Joann Bondegard, Lodgepole; Mary Moorhead, Moorhead, IA;LaRee Witte, Louisville; Dorothy Pritchard, Spalding; Linda Hirschman, St. Faul; fulizabeth Shotkoski, Arcadia; KittiMcKee, waverly; Julie Palmer, Scottsbluff; Deb scholz, Dodge, Gina Grunden, iurtis.
Second Row (left to right): James Friesen, Loup City; Gary Dethlefs, Rockville; Lois Vech, Ericson; Vonda pelster, Eric-
son; Staci Beeson, Blue Hill; Cynthia Walde, Winside; Kathy Anderson, New Hampshire; Kendra Kitt, Lincoln; DawnEarlley, Wilsonville; Ann Coufal, Bruno.
Third Row (left to right): Dave Wehrbein' Plattsmouth; Steve Bath, Auburn; Scott Kurz, West point; Frank Brandt,Creighton; Tami Van Pell, Harrisburg; Charlolte Lentfer, Strang; Bud Malm|urg, Atkinson; Russ virus, Seward.Fourth Row (left to right): Brent Ruttman, Nelson; Dan Beck, Marquette; Rick destring, Blue Hill; Monte Rainforth,Wood River; Joe Boyles, Mason City; Randy Micek, Genoa; Kurt Carter, Harrisburg; {og.. pierce, Sargent.Fifth Row (left to right): Kirk Evertson, Kimball; Mitch Johnson, Genoa; Russell Waliiian, Filey; Mark Efigers, Titden;Greg Kasson, Wilsonville; Dan Dethlefs, Ravenna; Jeff Albers, Wisner; Doug Wendell, Stromsburg; nauiiAens, Har-
risburg.
Sixth Row (left to right): Mark Bruns, Chapman, Tony Arrowsmith, Bassett; Dirk Jones, Grand Island.Not pictured: Steve Leisy, Troy McCain.
Front Row (left to right): Gary Kliewer, Aurora; Luke Partridge, Bartlett; Mary Olmer, Humphrey; Angie Landgren,Bartlett; Jill stalnaker, chappell; Laura Peterson, waverly; Am] burkop, papiltion; Jim walkowiai, spaioing. SecondRow (left to right): Troy Wakefield, Blair; Craig Peterson, Scranion, IA; iay Niitz, Cedar Bluffs; Loren Vogler,ishland;Susan Schroeder, Seward; Tammy Bell, omaha; Sheryl Herling, Clarkson; Keith Burns, Bladen. Not pictured: phil Hill,Jamey Nygren, Joe Dunn.
19gl- g{
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Facts that assure quality
* 14 years on farm production testing.
* 14 seasons using top A.l. Simmental Sires.
* 9 years testing bulls in Central bull test stations.
* 9 years testing steers in Central carcass competition.
* 4 ot the top 10 placing steers at the 1983
Nebraska Srmmental Carcass Futurity.
* 4 of the top 10 placing steers at the 1983
John Morrell's "Consumers Choice" Carcass
Contest, light weight division.
* Second Place Carcass Pen of 5 at the 1983
Nebraska Steer Classic at Walthill, NE
Production tested Bull
and Female Sale
3rd Saturday in March
Each Year
Canaday Simmentals Continue
to Excell in Carcass Contests.
JULIAN CANADAY
BLOOMFIELD, NE 68718
402-373-4482
Visitors Welcome
ALSO PUREBRED LANDRACE & DUROC HOGS
Farmer's State Bank
Box 128
Humphrey, Nebraska 68642
Member F.D.l.C.
Full Service Bank
Lincoln Army and Western Wear
140 N. 12th Street
Quality Western Wear at Reasonable Prices
Phone 474-3613
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KRACKE HEREFORDS
Quality Herefords with
D Frame 
__^ ^r_ _ _ _ DJ 
"o"fttT"",3 J
Dewitt, Nebraska
402-683-5405
COUPE De VILLE
SPF
YORKSHIRES
COME TAKE A LOOK
Dick Coupe
Malcolm, NE 68402
PH 402-796-2144
Farmer's Goop Grain & Lumber
Humphrey, Nebraska
Feed - Grain - Fuels - Fertilizer
Redi Mix Concrete - Lumber - Hardware
Phone (402)923-1440
Thank You
Advertisers
for your
Continued Support
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THE BERKSHIRE SOW
SOUND . AGGRESSIVE . DURABLE . pRODUCTIVE .
A Master Product of
the Breeders' Art
THE BERKSHIRE BOAR
E9(
o
EVEN TEMPERED
"^36a9F-
Lg'
.""-"atoe"'-t*'oo\)'n
The Big,
Mother
Black
Breed
UNIFORM PIGSCONCEIVES EASILY . FARROWS LARGE LTTTERS .
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Front Row (left to right): Melissa Hynes, Historian; Linda Van Pelt, Secretary; San-
dy Hotovy, Assistant Historian.
Second Row (left to right): Mike cull, Marshal; Bryan Myers, Treasurer; Mark
Jagels, Assistant Marshal; Doug Barnell, President.
Not pictured: Paul Maly, vice-president; Kit Powell, Program chairperson.
Spring Semester
Fall Semester
Left to right: Kendall Schlake, Program Chairman; Mark Jagels, Vice'president;
Mary Meister, Treasurer; John Langemeier, President; Dan Dethlefs, Historian;
Brenda Leisy, Assistant Historian.
Not pictured: Penny Stalnaker, Secretary; chris Baum, Marshal; Don Esch, Assis-
tant Marshal.
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Front Row (left to right): Linda van Pelt (First Semester Secretary, Quadrathalon); paul oltjenbruns (spring Tour);Kathy Hulse (Ham Sales); Bryan Myers (First semester Treasurer, Quadrathalon;; rrenoa Leisy (Christmas Coffee, se-cond Semester Assistant Historian); sandy Hotovy (First semester Assistant Historian); Mary Meister (eueen coronationand Dance, Second Semester Treasurer); Carma Daugherty (Spring Picnic); Laurie Leonard (euarter Horse Show)
second Row (left to right): Doug Barnetl (First semester President); Marc Bauer (Little Aksarben); Mark Jagels (Firstsemester Assistant Marshal, second semeste_r vice-President); Kenny Miller (Little Aksarben); Mark Nisley (Ham sales);Melissa Hynes (First semester Historian); Brenda Heyden (ir;;;r. Banquet); Denise Barnes (steak Fry); pam Gillen(Quarter Horse Show).
Third Row (left to right): John Langemeier (co-mplelion Project, second semester president);Jeff Mencke (Beef Show);Bryan Bechtel (Livestock Judging contest); J^eff Iiudolph (completion project); Bob Duer (euarter Horse show); TerryK-eebler (Photography); Kendall Schlake (Second semester irrogr"- Chairman); Dan Dethlefs (Second SemesterHistorian); Scott Andersen (MAEC); Doug Peterson (Beef Show); paul Berger (Beet Srrowl
Not Pictured: Paul Maly (First semester vice President); Mike cull (First semester Marshal); Kit powell (First SemesterProgram Chairman); Terry Acton (State Fair Awardsi;'Brian DeBrie (Steak f.vl; nrenaa Jespersen (Activities Mart);carmen uden (Animal science Reunion); No-rm1 Harris (Horse Symposium); Kipp-nrickson (Horse Symposium); chuckBaum (Little Aksarben); Brian Katz (Kids Dav); Julie scheideler (*ias Day); Larry uiir.. (Meats contest); Don Esch(Meats contest, second Semester Assistant Maishal); Jack Dye (Ham salesi; iennitlr Abrahamson (christmas coffee);Penny Stalnaker (Second semester Secretarv); Kim ivtitt.. (Quadiathaton); Michelle votaw (publications); LaRee witte(coats and caps); chris Baum (coats and caps, second se-mester Marshal)
l98I - g{
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Vocational Agriculture
and
Future Farmers of America
Keeping America on the Grow
Waverly FFA ChaPter
wants to thank the Block & Bridle Club
The State Bank of Stella
FDI@
Stella, Nebraska
68442
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T-B()ND.FEEDLOTS, INC.
Phone 402-726 22OO - 402726 2215
Manager, Warren Mitchell
FAI RF IELD, NEBRASKA 68938Custom Grain ComPost
Cattle Feeding BuYing Sales
Plarrt
DEruB.PFIZER
withconfidence.
you dont have to settle for second best.
CORN
SOYBEANS
GRAIN SORGHUM
FORAGE SURGHUM
ALFALFA
SUDAX BRAND
SUNFLOWERS
T'E(AIWFTZM.
Gtr\F'TCs
3100 svcamore Road ' DeKarb' r160115 
iii".'*;ffJift:iff'sirii[fi::]i!'*"':;"J8i3li,[1,oJl,oi,j'i,"",,and remedy on DEKALB.pFtZEn CEHefTCS oiJui, o"nO ruo".
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They have been students
They have been hard workers.
They have been leaders
They have given us new ideas
They have been teachers
But most of all, they have been our friends!
Congratulations
to the CIass
0f 198{!
1A
---:=___/-
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SCOTT J. ANDERSON
Blair, Nebraska
Animal Science (Agron)
Block & Bridle:
Chairman-MAEC
Beef Show
Kid's Day
Scrapbook
Ham Sales
Livestock Judging
Contest
Participated In:
Meats Judging Contest(High Point Junior)
Livestock Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Member of 1983 Jr. & Sr.
Livestock Judging Teams
Meat Animal Evaluation
Team
Member of Range
Mgt. Club
Member of American
Simmental Association
DOUGLAS M. BARNELL
Sutton, Nebraska
Ag Economics (General
Option)
Block & Bridle:
President
Treasurer
Beef Show Co-chairman
Steak Fry Co-chairman
Slave Sale Co-chairman
Quarter Horse Show
Livestock Judging
Contest
Ham Sales
Public Relations
Little Ak-sar-ben
Quadrathlon
Activities Mart
Honor's Banquet
Scrap Book
Queen Cornation Escort
Honoree Selection
Committee
Liaison
Participated in:
Quadrathlon
Spring Tour
Regional Meetings-
Delegate
National Meetings-
Delegate
Meats Judging Contest
Little Ak-sar-ben
Champion Beef
Showman
Other Activities:
Junior and Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Ag Economics Club
National Agri-Marketing
Association
American Simmental
Association
Federal Intermediate
Credit Bank-production
Credit Association
Intern
MARC L. BAUER _
pleasanton, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block & Bridle:
Little Ak_sar_ben
Co-chairman
Spring Tour Cc_chairman
Activities Mart
Co-chairman
Beef Show
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Outreach
Christmas Coffee
Alumni Dance
Livestock Judging
Contest
Honors Banquet
participated in:
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Quadrathalon- Champion
Team
Livestock Judging
Contest
Meats Judging Contest
Little Ak-sar-ben
National Meetings
Other Activities:
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Junior & Varsity
Livestock Judging
Teams
Alpha Zeta
Chronicler
Membership Chairman
Farmhouse
Maintenance Manager
CARMA DAUGHERTY
Merna, Nebraska
Ag Economics
Block & Bridle:
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Quadrathalon
Quarter Horse Show
Spring Picnic-Chairman
Scrapbook
Annual
Honor's Banquet
Regional Meetings
Other Activities:
Ag Econ Club
American Angus
Association
Love Memorial Hall
Alumni and Officer
Intramurals
PAUL E. BERGER 
-
Spalding, Nebraska
Animal Science
(Production OPtion)
Block & Bridle:
Beef Show Chairman
Livestock Judging
Contest
Meats Judging Contest
Quarter Horse Show
Little Ak-sar-Ben
Spring Tour
Kid's Day
Slave Auction
lst Place Livestock
Judging Contest
WESLEY DORN 
-
Adams, Nebraska
Animal Science &
Ag Economics
Block & Bridle:
Quadrathalon
Beef Show
Livestock Judging
Contest
Spring Picnic
Kid's Day
2nd Place Quadrathlon
Team
Other Activities:
Junior & Senior Livestock
Judging Team
Junior & Senior Meats
Judging Team
Meat Animal Evaluation
Team
Intramural SPorts
Beta Beta FraternitY
Member of UN Barn
Crew
Scrap Book
Annual
Meat Contest
Steak Fry
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Ham Sales
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
Livestock Judging
Contest
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JACK DYE _
Alliance, (Dyesville)
Nebraska
Block & Bridle:
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Kid's Day Co-Chairman
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
Spring picnic
Top Ham Sales
Honor Banquet
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quadrathalon
Meats Contest
Livestock Judsins
Contest
Spring Tour
Regional Meetine
Other Activities:
Junior Meats Judeins
Junior & Senior 
-"----
Livestock Judeins
Member of UN-g;rn
Crew
BRENDA JO HEYDEN
Newport, Nebraska
Agricultural-Economics
Block & Bridle:
Assistant Historian
1982-83 B&B eueen
Honor's Banquet
Co-Chairman
Spring Picnic Chairman
Christmas Coffee
Co-Chairman
Beef Show
Fall Steak Fry
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Livestock Judeins
Contest
Ham Sales
Honor's Banquet
Scrapbook
Quadrathalon
Other Activities:
Ag-Econ Club Secretary
Alpha-Zeta
Phi Eta Sigma
Alpha Lambda Delta
Gamma Sigma Delta
University programs
Council
Ag-Partners
University program
Council
Farmhouse Little Sister
Intra-Murals
Womens Student Host
Program
KATHLEEN K. HULSE
Wahoo, Nebraska
Agim_al Science 
- 
Range
Production Option
Block & Bridle:
Quarter Horse Show
Co-Chairman
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Newsletter Co-Chairman
Beef Show
MAEC
Kid's Day
Quadrathalon
Horse Day
Steak Fry
Scrapbook
Annual
Little Ak-Sar_Ben
Spring picnic
Christmas Coffee
Participated in:
Meats Judging Contest
National Meetinss
Regional Meetinis
Summer Meetine-s
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
UNL Range Managemenr
Club President
Annual Rangeland
symposium Chairman
International Society for
Range Managemeni
Student Conclave
President
Junior & Varsity Mears
Judging Teams
Range Plant
Identification Teams
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MARK JAGELS _
DavenPort, Nebraska
Ag Economics
(General OPtion)
Block & Bridle:
Vice-President
Assistant Marshal
Honors Banquet
Co-Chairman
Beef Show Co-Chairman
Quarter Horse Show
Ham Sales
Livestock Judging
Contest
Kid's DaY
Honors Banquet
Annual
Scrapbook
Beef Show
Ad Sales
Alumni Dance
ParticiPated in:
National Meetings
Quadrathalon
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging
Contest
Basketball Team
Other Activities:
Intramurals
TERRY L. KEEBLER _
Sterling, Nebraska
Ag Honors
Pre-Vet
Block & Bridle:
Committee ChairmanshiPs:
Livestock Judging
Contest
PhotograPhY
Other Committees:
Meats Contest
Steak FrY
Activities Mart
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Horse SYmPosium
Kid's DaY
Ham Sales
Christmas Coffee
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
Honors Banquet
Scrapbook
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
Summer, Regional and
National Meetings
Other Activities:
Pre-Vet Club
Intramurals
JOHN LANGEMEIER -
Schuyler, Nebraska
Ag Honors
Block & Bridle:
President
Animal Science
ComPletion Project -
Chairman
Spring Tour
Co-Chairman
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
ScraPbook
Livestock Contest
Animal Science Liaison
Ham Sales
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Christmas Coffee
ParticiPated in:
Quadrathalon
Meats Contest
Spring Tour
National & Regional
Meetings
Spring Picnic
Basketball
Steak FrY
Other Activities:
Ae AdvisorY Board
R! elumni Association-
Board of Directors
ASUN - Ag Senator
Farmhouse FraternitY
Alpha Lambda Delta-
President
Phi Eta Sigma
Intramurals
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LAURIE LEONARD _
Wauneta, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block & Bridle:
Quarter Horse Committee
Co-Chairman
Ham Sales Committee
Kid's Day Committee
Quadrathlon Committee
Horse Day Committee
Beef Show Committee
Honors Banquet
Homecoming Activities
Other Activities:
Alpha Zeta Fraternity
Member
MARY MEISTER _
West Point, Nebraska
General Agriculture
Block & Bridle:
Treasurer
Assistant Marshal
Sophomore Liaison
Senior Liaison
Steak Fry Chairperson
Queen Cornation
Chairperson
Ham Sales
Kid's Day
Beef Show
Quarter Horse Show
Queen Candidate
Scrapbook
Christmas Coffee
Honor's Banquet
Ad Sales
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
National Meetings
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
Ag Women Student Host
International World
Food Program
Ag Partners
Intra-murals
JEFF MENCKE _
Blair, Nebraska
Animal Science
(Production Option)
Block & Bridle:
Livestock Judging
Contest:
lst Place Jr. Contest
2nd Place Sr. Contest
Little Ak-Sar-Ben:
2nd Place 1983 Hog
Showman
Meats Contest
Quadrathalon
1984 Beef Show
Chairman
Other Activities:
1982 Jr. & Sr. Meats
Judging Teams
1983 Jr. & Sr. Livestock
Judging Teams
Alpha Gamma Sigma
Fraternity:
Summer house manager
2 years
1982 Greek Week Talent
Show Committee
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PAUL OLTJENBRUNS _
Osmond, Nebraska
Animal Science-Pre-Vet
Block & Bridle:
Quadrathalon
Co-Chairman
Spring Tour
Co-Chairman
Paticipated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quadrathalon
Kid's Day
Quadrathalon
Other Activities:
Farmhouse Fraternity
Pre-Vet Club
DOUGLAS C. PETERSEN
North Bend, Nebraska
General Agriculture
Block & Bridle:
Livestock Judging
Contest Co-Chairman
Beef Show
Ham Sales
Kid's Day
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Participated in:
Livestock Judging
Contest
Quadrathalon
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Other Activities:
Resident Hall
Government
Vice-President
Intramurals
JULIE ANN SCHEIDELER 
-North Loup, Nebraska
Ag Economics
Block & Bridle:
Kid's Day Co-Chairman
Ham Sales Committee
Honors Banquet
Committee
Spring Picnic Committee
Scrapbook
Regional Meetings
Other Activities:
Love Memorial Hall
Officer
Love Memorial Hall
Alumni
Ag Economics/Agri-
business Club
Intramural Sports
Neuman Student Center
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KENDALLSCHLAKE _
Jansen, Nebraska
Animal Science-Business
Block & Bridle:
Christmas Coffee
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Livestock Judging
Contest
Quadrathalon
Scrapbook
Ham Sales
Yearbook
National Meetings
Steak Fry
Queen Coronation
Kid's Day
Quarter Horse Show
Spring Picnic
Alumni Dance
MAEC
Beef Show Co-Chairman
Spring Tour
Co-Chairman
Outstanding Initiate 1982
Programs Chairman
Other Activities:
Farmhouse Fraternity -
House Critic
Ag. Econ. Club -
Programs Chairman
Dairy Judging Team
Jr. & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
DUANE STARKEY _
Denton. Nebraska
Animal Science-
Production Option
(Meats Emphasis)
Block & Bridle:
Beef Show
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quadrathalon-
2nd Quiz Bowl
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging
Contest
Other Activities:
Gamma Sigma Delta
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Junior Livestock Judging
Team
American Polled
Hereford Association
Assistant Leader, County
4-H Club
Intramurals
LINDA VAN PELT 
-Harrisburg, Nebraska
Animal Science
(Business Option)
Block & Bridle:
Secretary
MAEC Co-Chairman
Quadrathalon
Co-Chairman
Animal Science Reunion
Horse Day
Little Ak-sar-Ben
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Christmas Coffee
Quarter Horse Show
Spring Picnic
Participated in:
Regional Meetings
Spring Tour
Meat Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Jr. Meats Judging Team
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PAM GILLEN 
-
McCook, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block & Bridle:
QH Chairman
Regional Meetings
Horse Day Committee
Christmas Tea
Committee
Beef Show Committee
Other Activities:
Pre-Vet Club
Gamma Sigma Delta
GREG IBACH _
Sumner, Nebraska 
-
Hometown
Animal Science - major
Block & Bridle:
Historian
Assistant Marshall
Outreach Committee
Chairman
Honoree Visit
Honors Banquet
Committee
Homecoming Committee
Representative
Publications Committee
Summer Meetings
Beef Show Committee
Kids Day Committee
Ham Sales Committee
Other Activities:
Farmhouse Fraternity
Government Liaison
Committee
1982 All University
Homecoming Committee
Ag Careers Day
Chairman
Junior Meats Judging
Team
UN-L Speech Team(l year)
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
CON$R[TULTION
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September 8, 1983
September 22, 1983
October 6, 1983
October 20, 1983
November 3, 1983
November I7, 1983
December l, 1983
December 8, 1983
January 19,1984
February 2, 1984
February 16,1984
March I, 1984
March 15, 1984
March 22, 1984
April 12, 1984
April 26, 1984
MTETINIS
Steak Fry. A short business meeting was held and the Animal
Science faculty were introduced.
A business meeting was held, animal science liason representatives
were elected, and the members, initiates and advisors all introduced
themselves.
Voting for B & B Queen took place, and Ron Hanson from the Ag
Economics department gave a talk on family farm relations.
It was announced that work is to begin on the scrapbook, and Dr.
Roger Mandigo talked on the Animal Science Completion Project.
The new B & B Queen and Princess were announced, a slide show of
the year's activities was given, and Dr. Ned Raun of Winrock Inter-
national spoke on international agriculture.
A business meeting was held and Rex Messersmith talked about
European agriculture.
Initiation of fall initiates took place, and nominations for Spring
1984 officers were held.
Election of officers for the Spring semester took place and the Fall
semester officers were sold in a slave auction.
The spring initiates were introduced and a report on the National
Meetings was given.
A short business meeting was held, a speaker from TUCO-Upjohn
gave a talk on job preparation, and a pizza feed followed the
meeting.
Quadrathalon finals followed a short business meeting.
Discussion was focused on upcoming spring events. Announcement
of the Honoree was made.
Finalizations were made concerning Spring Tour and the QH Show
and Beef Show were main topics of discussion.
A business meeting was held with the QH Show and Beef Show
finalizing preparations.
Initiation of the spring initiates took place along with nominations
for fall officers.
A short business meeting was held and election of fall officers took
place. The spring officers were auctioned off in a slave auction.
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1983 - g{
ACTIVITY
State Fair Awards
Steak Fry
Activities Mart
Animal Science Reunion
Horse Day
Little Aksarben
Kids Day
Regional Meetings
Queen Coronation &
Dance
Ham Sales
Christmas Coffee
DATE
August 27-
September 5
September 8
September 20 & 28
October I
October 8
October 14
October 21
October 22
October 29
October-December
December 9
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON
Terry Acton
Brian DeBrie, Denise Barnes
Brenda Jespersen
Carmen Uden
Norma Harris, Kipp Erickson
Marc Bauer, Chuck Baum, Kenny Miller
Brian Katz, Julie Scheideler
Doug Barnell, Linda VanPelt
Mary Meister
Kathy Hulse, Jack Dye, Mark Nisley
Brenda Leisy, Jennifer Abrahamson
National Meetings 
-Denver
Quadrathalon
Meats Contest
M.A.E.C.
Spring Tour
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
Livestock Judging
Contest
Spring Picnic
Honors Banquet
SPRINE .TCTffiITIES
Januarv 10-12
February 10, ll, 16
February 18
March 16-17
March 23-26
April 5-6
April 7
April 2l
April22
April 28
Kim Miller, Linda VanPelt, Bryan Myers
Linda Hirschmann, Larry Miller
Scott Andersen
Paul Oltjenbruns, Jeff Langemeier
Pam Gillen, Laurie Leonard, Bob Duer
Paul Berger, Jeff Mencke,
Kent Anderson
Bryan Bechtel, Doug Peterson
Carma Daugherty
Brenda Heyden
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TRTASURTR'S REPORT
ACTIVITY
State Fair Awards
Newsletter
Scrapbook
Kid's Day
Christmas Coffee
Queen Coorination and Dance
Little AK-SAR-BEN
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
Annual
Honors Banquet
Quadrathalon
National Meetings
Activities Mart
Spring Picnic
Ham Sales
Office Supplies & Misc.
Postage
Stationary
Refreshments
Speakers
Initiate SupPlies
Insurance
Assessments
Telephone
Xeroxing
Film Processing
Dues
Publications
EXPENSE
$ s6.75
5r.47
387.62
t43.39
95.99
798.84
83.50
11,180.99
1132.57
6912.24
3469.83
357.49
tzll.96
25.00
311.04
66,513.49
INCOME
$ .00
.00
.00
.00
.00
514.34
140.00
10,343.43
1289.69
6837.16
2543.56
104.00
457.50
.00
.00
68,669.06
NET INCOME
$ 
- 
s6.7s
- 
5r.47
-387.62
- 
t43.39
-95.99
-284.50
+ 56.50
- 
837.56
+ 157 .12
- 
75.08
-926.27
-253.49
-754.46
- 
25.00
- 
311.04
+2155.57
3350.27 1780.95 - $ I 569.32
TOTALS
996,082.44 $92,679.69 -$3402.75
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Hull & Smith Horse Vans, Inc.
Rt. 1
Ashland, NE 68003
Within Nebraska Dial 4021944-g917
Out-of-State Wats #800 1228-4299
"A Service For Horsemen
by Horsemen"
1983 National Barrow Show
Champion Yorkshire Boar
YORKS HAMPS LANDRACE DUROC
D. A. D. S. FARMS
HENDERSON, NEBRASKAlsPF 402-723-4231 CLOSED HERD
I
I
&A{T9il
\ unique roping style was shown by a contestant at the roping
:ontest at Eastfest. She said, "First you'neek up on him..."
Feedlot Fencing
TUBING. PIPE - MESH . POSTS. CABLE
ROD - CONTINUOUS FENCE - GATES
FEEDLOT FENCING. INC.
BRUNING, ruCARNSXA
1 Mile South and 1% Miles West of Bruning, Nebr.
Caf l Collect 402tg'g-4455, gSS-+tOs
Ask for Fred, or Mary Bruning
TARGEST SIOCK IN THE MIDWEST
[NAETIlIEBETYEfiR
Rex Messersmith Presented a slide
show on European Agriculture.
Block & Bridle float carrying the 19E2 Homecoming Royalty'
the 1982 queen was our own Brenda Heyden.
iJ LCrLrUrr<U Y
Refreshments
Speakers
Initiate Supplies
Insurance
Assessments
Telephone
Xeroxing
Film Processing
Dues
Publications 3350
TOTALS
FW*"I W;* 
ss6oR?
Dr. Ron Hansen spoke to us about the
Family Farm and it's problems.
.,1
ffie,,,{Jffi
Don't let him gore you, SandY!
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A foot-stompin'good time was had by all at the 2nd annual weston party.
Dr. Ned Raun of WINROCK
INTERNATIONAL spoke about
agriculture abroad.
A unique roping style was shown by a contestant at the roping
contest at Eastfest. She said, "First you'neek up on him..."
Fft!
s''
This guy claimed he could rope twice as many cattle as
us young bucks.
f'.}* rR$K
Karen Phillips from TUCO-
UPJOHN spoke about jobs
in agriculture.
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Pizza Feed sponsored by TUCO-UPJOHN
i O Nutrena si reeos i
Comp/efe Livestoc/< Feed Service
SEED T FERTILIZER I GRAIN
BLAIR FEED MILL
Phone: 426-2425
1643 Store 
- 
Bloir, Nebrosko 68008
City Meat Market, Inc.
Old - Fashioned
Home Made Sausages 
- 
Products
HERB DETLEFSEN 
- 
PROPRIETOR
Humphrey, Nebraska 68642
(402) 923-1010
COOP Grain & Supply
Roseland 
- 
Blue Hill 
- 
Bladen
Grain 
- 
Feed 
- 
Petroleum 
- 
Fertilizer
Neb raska Sheep Industry
Congratulations to the Block and Bridle Members
0@
Nebraska Registered Sheep Breeders At
Top of the Flock Sale
August 4, 1984 August 3, 1 985
Board of Directors:
Robert Ahlschwede Crete
Harry Hart Cozad
Earl Christensen Fremont
David Bridges Bruning
Don McClure Wahoo
Judith Campbell Beaver City
Nebraska Sheep Council
Board of Directors:
Arlen Gangluish Shelton
Robert Ahlschwede Crete
Steve Grarnbil Carroll
Bill Haligan Bushnell
Roger Luehrs Sidney
Elaine Uhler O'Neill
Mike Wallace Glenville
Chas Westing Prosser
Ted Doane U N L,Secretary Ted DoaneCindy Harris
Sponsor of the Nebraska Sheep Symposium Nov. 16-17 , 1984
Area Sheep Days March, 1985
Sheep World Magazine 4 times a Year
Nebraska Spring Lamb Show at Wahoo
and Performance Tested Ram Sale June 23, 1984
UNL, Secretary
Grant Editor
Herpolsheimer's
TRACTORS 
- 
IMPLEMENTS
SEWARD, NEBRASKA
Call 
- 
643-3608
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES AND MODELS
CHRYSLER _ PLYMOUTH SALES & SERVICE
HERPOLSHEIMER'S, INC.
702 SEWARD
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#I
Best Wishes
to the
Block & Bridle ctub in the IYation
Looking forward to continued
involvement with you in the future.
Farmhouse Fraternity
"Since I9I I , dedicoted to
to better achieve
3601 Apple
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503
the development of young men,
their highest potentiol."
ffi
464-0288
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TRTEIONAT MTETIN$S
Front row: (left to right) Julie Scheidler'
Cur-.n Uden, Kathy Hulse, Liz Shotkoski'
Pam Gillen. Second row: Doug Barnell, Bryan
My.r., Carma Daugherty, Linda Van Pelf Dr'
Ji- fina.t. Third iow: Jack Dve, Don Esch'
Brian Katz, Greg Kasson, Terry Keebler'
Regional meetings were held in Manhattan, Kansas on october 21 and 22,lg83' Eleven members 
of
the Nebraska chapter of Biock and Bridle atiended the North central Regional conference 
meetings
utong with their sponsor and advisor Dr' Kinder'
Following registration Friday .u.nirg-u -ir.. was held in Aggieville. on Saturday morning the
meetings began with a breakfast. Each-club then presented a slide show on their chapter's 
activities
and a rap session *u, h.ld on own Block & Bridle il.tbr and their success' and failures. After lunch 
we
listened to a speaker and broke into small group disclssions and workshops. Following 
a tour of the
K-state campus and Animal Science iu.iitl.r, a pig barbeque was- held with a dance and social hour
afterwards. The lggi ,Gi;nal meeting, *il be treld here a1 the university of Nebraska.
What is going on?
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IIATIONAt MEETIN$S
Front row: (left to right) Kathy Hulse, Carmen Uden, Sandy Hotovy, Melissa Hynes,Jennifer Abrahamson, Mary Meister. Back row: Dr.'Rodger ,lotlnson, Bryan Myers,Terry Keebler, John Langemeier, Mark Jagels, Doug narnitt.
National meetings were held in Denver, Colorado January 10-12,19g3. Eleven members of Blockand Bridle attended the activities and meetings of the Sixty-fourth National Block and Bridie Meetingalong with Dr. Rodger Johnson.
Following registration on Monday evening, Tuesday was filled with a day of skiing at Winter park,colorado for the entire group of delegater"f.o- att bvei-ttre;;ilry. 6]i w.an.sday several tourswere held and the Nebr.aska group traveled to Monfort and Farr Feldlots along with other variousstops' Wednesday evening was spent at the National Western Stock Show Rodeo and a dance wassponsored by the Limousin Association. 
_Thursday was the day for various speakers on the AnimalScience Industry and club involvement. The Univeisity of Nebrask a gavea slide show presentation ofchapter activities, and also presented our ideas on chapter yearbooki and the published annual year-book.
In the awards ceremony following lu.lgl on Thursday, Nebraska placed first in chapter activities,second in scrapbook, and second in published annual yearUoot. Cr.r'g iLu.fr also received honorablemention in the Junior scholarship award. A fun time was had by all and the awards received wereshared by the entire club of Nebiaska's Block and Bridle chaptei.
Ride'm cowboy Brian!
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SEWARD
IMPLEMENT CO.
JOHN DEERE SALES & SERVICE
QUALITY USED FARM EQUIPMENT
Call t^
seffiho 643-3616
EASTHWYS.2&34 o SEWARD
Phone 564-3231
Columbus
Sales Pavilion, Inc.
HOG SALE EVERY TUESDAY & FRIDAY
CATTLE SALE EVERY THURSDAY & SATURDAY
SIOCKEF & FEED CATTLE EVERY SATURDAY
FEEDER P'GS EYERY THURSDAY
Schlueter Feed Service
Rt. #2 . Seward NE o 643-2120
3 South, 2 West of Seward
We malre lt right
frenr
Ifs more than a promlse.
lfs a guarantce.
!
I
ALPHA GAMMA SIGMA FRATERNITY
"Building Tomorrows Leaders Today"
$91 %
,{
Alpha Gamma Sigma Fraternity
Rick Wohlfarth, President
4001 Holdrege,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503
464-6891
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TTMMERMAN & soNS FEEDING co., INC.
BOX 367 . SPRINGFIELD, NEBRASKA 68059
SPRINGFIELD, NE 68059
(4O2) 2s3_2218
INDIANOLA, NE 69034
(3O8) 3U_2221
HOLYOKE, CO 80734
(303) 8s4_246s
STERLING, CO 80751
(303) s22-8668
.-\
-- 
PXNEFIELtr
= 3;';;i,L"T-,:f;:=5Springfield, Nebraska
Phone 2Sg-2222
Your "One Stop" Banking b lnsurance Seroice
mG@ffi
Fit 17 sows
into the space
for 10 soyns
That's a
Sand Sysfem/
^ 
,nstead of putting morc 
.o.f. 
yo.ur money into buildings, asand sysrem hetps you put it into 
^or" ioii. 
-'
How?
,^_O,!. ."ru^pte: by eliminating much olf the waste space inI9rrowing crctes. We broughtlhe sides up triii irouna tnef.eeler. Resu/f 
- 
sor,vs Eaye iu"t- ii- irii room asbefore...pigs have more. li! yo;.-l.;! tf,","rrrg" in buitding
?2?!1, h,".di!s: coo.ting, other eticiencies tntii iome trombeing able to handle 11 crates in the same ipii" nor^"ttyrequired for onty lO crates.
_ llelp.ing make your sow management more eflicient is justone ol many newer concepts dlslgned inti siii systems.concepts p r ov ed i n n e a r t yt 1 s y 
" " 
ri o11 iii-"ti i' i Ja a e r s n i p.
..-f."t ,r know your requ,rements. And how we can serveyou.
Sand Livestock Systems402t564-1211 '
1418 25th Street
Columbus, Nebraska 69601.
(c) 1983 Sand Livestock Systems, Inc.
tf
@@f-
G T":l:HgoD FARMERS cooPERAfl vE
GREENWOOD. NE 68366 MUBDOCK. NE 6S407 MANLEY. NE 68403Phondz&335 phone402.s6;.2331 p;;;;4b;:;:;-;;i
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LIVESTOCK JUDGING
CONTEST
SR. DIVISION
1. Paul Berger
2. Jeff Mencke
3. Terry Maul
JR. DIVISION
1. Eric Clark
2. Brtan Brown
3. Andrew Kliewer
MEATS JUDGING CONTEST: HONOREE:
SR. DIVISION
1. Lee Schroeder
2. Kelly Conrad
3. Kathy Hulse
JR. DIVISION
1. Scott Anderson
2. Mike Sindt
3. Kit Powell
Richard Sorensen
Past year's Presidents, Jay Schroeder, Scott Langmeier
and past year's Princess, Brenda Jesperson.
SOPHOMORE ACTIVITIES:
Bryan Myers
OUTSTANDING INITIATE:
Carmen Uden
LITTLE AR-SAR-BEN:
SWINE 
- 
Annita Fritschen
SHEEP 
- 
Jeff Langemeier
BEEF 
- 
Alan Forster
DAIRY 
- 
Sharon Kriewald
HORSE 
- 
CindY Jensen
Dr. James Kinder
appreciation.
HONORARY MEMBERS:
Harry Hart
Davey Martin
OUTSTANDING SENIOR:
Sharon Kriewald
JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP:
Gregory A. Ibach
SENIOR WORKSHOP
Jenny Lees
JUNIOR ACTIVITIES:
Mary Meister
handing out officer certificates of
Outstanding Senior, Sharon Kriewald receives recognition
for her outstanding service. Also pictured are Scotl
Langmeier and Brenda JesPersen.
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Scott Langmeier presents Honorary Member Davie Martin
a plaque for his service to Block and Bridle.
Senior Livestock .Iudging Team receiving awards for their
great year.
Lee Schroeder receiving a plaque for the Top Senior Meats
Judging Contest.
Presenting Jr. Division Livestock Judging Contest awards
to Eric Clark and Brian Brown.
Senior Meats team receiving certificates for their successful
year.
Scott Anderson receiving a plaque for the Top Junior
Meats Judging Contest.
These girls are receiving plaques for their accomplishments
at Little AK-SAR-BEN.
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Our outgoing Senior Advisor, Larry Larsen giving his
farewell speech.
Maureen Kaup presenting Queen Brenda Heyden with a
pen set.
President Scott Langemeier presenting this years Honoree
Dick Sorenson with a portrait of himself.
President Scott Langemeier addressing the audience.
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Junior
ScholarshipSenior
0utstanding
,1!r
{
Award
Sharon Kriewald, an Agriculture Honors ma-jor, was the recipient of the Senior Scholarship
Award. Sharon came to UNL from North Loup,
Nebraska and participated in numerous Block
and Bridle Activities.
As a rnember, Sharon served as the Historian
and on the Animal Science Liaison Committee.
She was a Queen Candidate and a competitor on
the 2nd place Quadrathalon team. She also took
part in the Livestock and Meats Judging Con-
tests. Sharon's list of activities continues as she is
a member of Mortar Board, Alpha Zeta, Alpha
Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Societies. She was also on Ag Advisory Board,
Pre-Vet Club and the UNL Meats and Livestock
Judging teams.
Award
Greg Ibach is the Junior Scholarship winner.
Greg is an Animal Science major from Sumner,
Nebraska. Greg is involved in Block and Bridle
as well as other campus activities.
As a member, Greg served as Historian, Assis-
tant Marshall, and Outreach Committee Chair-
man, as well as on many committees. In addition,
Greg was a member of Farm House Fraternity,
Government Liaison Committee, 1982 All
Univeristy Homecoming Committee, Ag Careers
Day Chairman, Junior Meats Judging Team, the
UNL Speech Team, Alpha Zeta and Gamma
Sigma Delta.
Also, Greg received the Junior Meats Judging
Scholarship as well as many other scholarships.
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Richard L. Sorensen
Block and Bridle Honoree 1983
Dick Sorensen was born May 6, 1936, in
Wayne, Nebraska. He grew up only l/4 mlle
from his present home, where he was involved in
farming with his father. He now lives with his
wife, Judy, and son, Steve. All three, along with
herdsman Aaron Schuett, work together to make
Greenview Farms a successful hog operation.
After attending Wayne High School, Dick
served for a time in the army, and then returned
to northeast Nebraska to raise hogs with his
father. Because of rhinitis problems in their
swine herd, he decided to raise Specific Pathogen
Free hogs and eliminate this and other disease
problems. This would make their quality
breeding stock more valuable to both commer-
cial and purebred breeders. Dick raised both
Hampshire and Durocs until 1973, and has since
maintained purebred Durocs coupled with about
50 crossbred litters each year, using Yorkshire
and Landrace boars. Sorensen utilizes a pasture
system combined with confinement to maximize
efficiency. Breeding stock is merchandised
primarily to commercial producers throughout
the Midwest. Because of the demand for healthy
SPF pigs, many hogs are also exported to other
countries.
Along with making a name for himself in the
seedstock business, Dick Sorensen has been an
outstanding industry leader. He was a pioneer in
laying the groundwork for the Nebraska Swine
50
Council in 1961, and later served as the fourth
president of that organization. It is now known
as the Nebraska Pork Producers Assoication.
Dick's leadership abilities also carried him to the
presidency of the Nebraska SPF Swine Ac-
crediting Agency.
ln 1966, Dick was one of a small group of pork
producers from across the nation that journeyed
to Moline, Illinois, to form the National Pork
Producers Council. He was one of a handful of
producers that donated "seed money" to get that
organization going. It is now the largest com-
modity organization in the country.
Recognition by the Jaycees as the Area and
then State Outstanding Young Farmer is
evidence of Sorensen's well-managed operation.
Dick has received numerous other awards, in-
cluding the prestigious Pork All-American
Award, Omaha Chamber of Commerce Mid
America Forum Merit Award, Nebraska Pork
Producers Builders Award, Outstanding Young
Men of America, Nebraska SPF Producers
Award, and WNAX Good Neighbor Award. He
serves on the University of Nebraska Agriculture
Advisory Council and 2001 Advisory Committee
and is a member of the Northeast Technical
Community College Advisory Council.
Dick Sorensen was presented as the 1983
Honoree at the Aprill 22nd Awards Banquet.
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A view of Sorensen's farm.
You know a real hog man when you see one!
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Sorensen and the main man!
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Richard explaining his operation.
University of Nebraska
Rodeo Association
27th Annual I ntercollegiate
Rodeo
April 5, 6,7, 1985
The Great Plains Region
UNRA
University of Nebraska
East Campus
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583
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WAYSIDE
J&R
STOCK FARM
Mc MULLEN
STELLA, NEBRASKA 68442
BUFFALO PLANTER'S
&
CULTIVATORS
Don Criswell Farm Supply
RR 2 Box 54
Oshkosh, NE 69154
Phone 308-874-3370
Ploinview ilotionol Bonk
Ploinview, Jlebrosko 68769
Mfu
AVAILABLE TO ASSIST YOU IN SELECTING AND LOCATING THE
CHAROI'AIS _BULLS OR BROOD COWS TO FIT YOUR BREEDING PROGRAM.
wE cAN SUppLy THE TypE 0F CHAROTA|S THAT W|LL G|VE you
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE IN YOUR HERD.
P!{YOUR PROF'I 
'T' 
THE BLACKI,I
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Congratulations
Block & Bridle Club
From
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
The National Agricultural Fraternity
Since 1904
ffie€Ecco
We are pleased to provide information concerning scholarships,
Curriculum and housing to incoming Freshmen.
Drop us a note 
- 
or visit
1430 ldylwild Dr., Lincoln, NE 68503
or call (402) 464-3153 
- 
and ask for
Rush Ghairmen
Mark Wollenburg Tim Minert
Home Address - Beatrice Home Address - Dunning, NE
Phone 228-0767 Phone (308) 538-2676
President
Randy Klein
?
@
\v
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CAMERON
FEED CO.
Herman Nebraska
Phone 456-7735
Call us for prices on grains,
Soybean Meal, Premix
and other feed ingredients
BULK DELIVERY AVAILABLE
BAUER'S POTATD (IIITAS
ALSO POLAND CHINA.
YORKSHIRE CROSS
BOANS & OPEil Eil.IS
Our herd noted for top production ond corcoss t;;l;;.
BAUER BROS.
Rt. 3, Box I13, FAIRBURY, l.lE 68352
Phone: (402) 729-5683
DoNALD D. STULL. chaiiban oilhe Board N/ENIBER
ROBTRT E. KNEPPER, Pres den
r.aNN: 
^. 
tAvr:, /:pr r.r r !a:h.!, rfSBOf l
sT€YrN K sRowN' Assnanr carher 
--bcnrnna 
@n"ourp
Hvannis. llebraska Member F o.l.C Phone 458'2273
bbrasfta
Farmet
5601 "O'' STREET _ LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68510
Thp Wuqalrfu,rp si
lnelrtubb Agnirrr&furre
GW Canadian Salvator 2OgL
Registered
SPF Accredited
Yorkshire
& Hampshire
Boars & Gilts
for sale at
the farms
Simmental Cattle
Annual
Female
Production Sale
in October
Annual Bull Sale
in March
1984 Simmental Sire Summary Data:
Calvingease. ..102.92
Birthweightratio . ..... 102.62Calvingeaseindex ..... 102.68
James Volk family
Battle Creek, NE 68715
Phone 4021675-5054
-4733
-9775
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STATT FIIR IW.1RDS
Patty Wait and B&B Queen Brenda Heyden. Greg Isaacs and Brenda Heyden.
Each year Block & Bridle supports the Nebraska 4-H and FFA programs by presenting awards at
the Nebraska State Fair. These awards include top milk production and butterfat production, top beef
carcass, and FFA outstanding livestock exhibit.
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Patty Wait of Fullerton was this year's winner of the
4-H project cow at the state fair 4-H dairy show.
The winner of the trophy for highest milk production
dairy show was won by Greg Isaacs of Unadilla.
Pamela Peterson of Minden was the winner of the trophy for grand champion 4-H beef carcass.
The East Butler FFA Chapter won the Sweepstakes Trophy for the outstanding livestock exhibit
during the FFA portion of the State Fair.
trophy for highest butterfat production by a
from a 4-H project cow at the state fair 4-H
jt*'*.*'
Pamela Peterson accepting award from Queen Brenda Heyden.
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F[tt STTAK FRY
The B & B Club began its year with the annual Fall Steak Fry. It was held Septernber 8' 
-19_83 
on the
lawn of the Bioche-fitry & irlutrition Building. This event introduces new students to B & B and lets
returning students reminisce about their sumrner activities. Co-chairpersons Brian DeBrie and Denise
Barnes riported that25}people were served steak sandwiches, baked beans, fruit salads, and iced tea.
The delicious steaks were grilled by the Animal Science Faculty and B & B advisors.
After eveyone,s appetite-was ,uiirfi.d, Animal Science Department Chairman, Dr. Elton Aberle
welcomed prospectiv. initiut., and retuining members. He introduced the Animal Science Faculty,
club advisors and r..og"ir.o the Animal SciEnce Scholarship recipients. President, Doug Barnell, in-
troduced the new officers and Marshal, Mike Cull welcomed the new initiates. A slide show was
presented to explain the B & B year's activities'
Isn't this fun-n-n, KathY.
The 19E3 ScholarshiP winners.The group gathers.
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THE BRIGHTEST NEW STAR IN HEREFORDOM
7th Annual
Production
Sale
at the ranch
Nov. 8th
Selling Our 100
Top Performing
Bulls, Plus
50 good
Bred Heifers
FH Big Domino 978 
- 
"Packer"
205 day wt.742lbs. 365 day adj. wt. 1120 lbs. Frame 7.
2yr.vtt. as pictured2210 lbs., 59 in. tall, scrotal circ. 42.5cm. Present wt.2460 lbs.,61 in.
tall, frame 7 + . A big yellow curley haired genetic package. A big, high performing fertile
Hereford bull could be the best,bull for you on any cow. Come take a look; you are always
welcome.
Alfred, Ferrall, Vaughn & Brent Meeks
308-942-5885 or 308-942-8355
Upstream Ranch
Taylor, NE 68879
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R"rA*rA.srArES**
ROSEI.AND, NEBTASXA 68973
TELEPHONE 442 156 6121
HEHBER TEDERAT DTPOSIT INSURANCE CORPOIATION
Knobbe Livestock
Sales
&
Gommodities
HARRY KNOBBE 
- 
Sales Representatives
Gary Hansen
Gary Kaup
FOR FEEDER CATTLE SATES CALL:
402-372-5464 or
TO|-a FREE: 800-642-8496
(IN-STATE WATTS LINE)
WEST POINT, NE
BREUNIG
RENDERING WORKS, INC.
131 East 3rd Street
Wahoo, Nebraska 68066
Phone 442-3777
ADM Feed Gorp.
Lincoln, Nebraska
ret
ADM
FEEDS
Oprema
The Feed Of Champions
VISE'GRIP
LOCKING PLIERS
For nearly 60 years, VISE-GRIP
locking pliers. . . have been
making hard jobs a whole lot
easier, Whether your need is to
tighten it, loosen it, pull it, cut it,
clamp it, twist it, bend it,
straighten it...or, just plain grab
it... reach for VISE-GRIP
locking pliers.
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JLITTLE ,{K.SAR.BEN 1983
With the clatter of clippers and brushes flying, the contestants of the Little Ak-Sar-Ben Showman-
ship Contest prepared their animals for the annual event. On Friday night, October 14,1983, students
and club members, parents and friends, and faculty filled the judging pavillion.
The contest is opin to any university student who wants to exhibit his/her skill in showing beef,
sheep, swine, dairy, or horses. One week before the show each contestant is supplied, by random, an
animal to train und groo-. The inclividuals are judged on their presentation and grooming of the
animal.
I-ittle Ak-Sar-Ben is divided into two parts, "Novice" and "Expert." The "Novice" category includes
those who have never shown that speciei. The winners in each novice division advance to compete in
the ,,Expert" division. The winner of each species category then competes in a final Round Robin
where the Grand Champion and Reserve Champion Showmen are chosen from these five individuals.
This year,s Overall Giand Champion was DiLk Jones of Grand Island, followed by Terry Maul of
Kearney as the Overall Reserve Champion
- 
Fluqrr.r, gold bJ [,uckles, and ribbbns were donated by Ak-Sar-Ben and presented by Block and
Bridle princess Brenda Jespeisen. The announcer was Paul Berger. Chairmen for the event were Marc
Bauer, Chuck Baum, and Ken Miller.
,,Novice,, division winners were: Beef, Cindy Jensen; Sheep, Vonda Pelster; Swine, Denise Garey;
Dairy, Deb Scholr; Horr., Jay Wolverton. "Expert" division winners were: Beef, Lois Vech; Sheep,
Dirb jones; Swine, Terry tvtaul; Dairy, Tracy Mohr; Horse, Christy Jensen. Judges for L!e.1983 con-
test were: Sheep 
- 
Bob bngel, ceneva; Beef 
- 
Patti Wilson, Riverdale; Swine 
- 
Allen Krivohalvek,
Dorchester; piiry 
- 
Randy Steinhausen, Lincoln; Horse 
- 
Gene Bergen, Henderson.
Dirk Jones, Grand Island,
Champion Sheep Showman'
Overall Champion Showman.
Terry Maul, KearneY,
Champion Swine Showman'
Overall Reserve Showman.
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Christy Jensen, Lincoln, Champion Horse Showman.
:::.::::rrill',l::':.'l.l-:., ....'i:: - ,lf:. :'t-,'i
Lois Vech, Ericson, Champion Beef Showman.
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Tracy Mohr, Bennington, Champion Dairy Showman.
Way to handle those hens, guYs!
Introducing Brinks Silver Bravo
(T607N10)
Weaning Wt. 615 lbs.; Ratio of 106
Yearling Wt. 790 lbs.; Ratio of 108
Semin is Available
For your Brangus or Angus need contact:
TOM HUCKFELDT (3OE) 632-6436
Rt. 3, Gering, NE 60341
Huckfeldt Brangus
Any Country is Brangus Country
We are proud to announce the recent
purchase of a semen interest in Brinks
Silver Bravo. He will be used with some of
the outstanding females in the Huckfeldt
Krebs herd. The tremendous success of
the Brangus breed is the result of a com-
mittment to excellence. A commitment to
the development of Brangus that con-
sistantly produce for both the registered
breeder and the commercial cattleman.
Brangus cattle have no geographical
limitations while nothing is more useable
in today's industry than a Brangus sired
calf. Let Brangus stabilize that "just
right" amount of ear in your herd.
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We're proud to announce that
"Anchorman" sired the toD sell-
ing and Grand Champion Pen of
Gelbvieh Feeder Calves at the
National Western. Congratula-
tions breeder Arlo Bowen,
Keeline, Wyoming.
We also exhibited the
Reserve Champion Percent'
age Female at the '83 National
Show.
Remember, Anchorman is your fullblood Gelbvieh show sire.
- 
Indicatlon ca,,orwrte:Y belhvieh I'.T"?"J:".:H:\3i,'fi:"'"?',li;;Kil,"ska 68788
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DICK'S WESTERN
A COMPLETE LINE
OF WESTERN WEAR
BOOTS & RIDING
EOUIPMENT
WEAR
FEATURING . . . LUCHESE - TONY LAMA
ACME - NACONA BOOTS
BAILEY & RESISTOL HATS
THREE LOCATIONS
OMAHA
DICK'S WESTERN WEAR
108 & Center Rockbrook Villaoe
11021 Elm
TEKAMAH
DICK'S WESTERN STORE
324 S. 13 Tekamah
NORFOLK
DICK'S WESTERN WEAR
Sunset Plaza
EAST BUTLER
FFA ALUMNI
AND
EAST BUTLER FFA
(BLoCK & BRTDLE CHAMPS)
SAY
,,THANKS"
lor the support shown by B&B at the
Nebraska State Fair-FFA Division
SilEPWJlil*',3P{ilY
Come see ourSimmental 
-You'll Iike whatyou see
We have a great selection of Herd Bull Pros-
pects with very high performance data.
Female breeding cattle available
A top breeding program doesn't happen overnight. We ve
selected our mother cows based on obiective oerformance
since 1954. We ve bred Simmentals since 1968.
Our outstanding mother cows will provide Vou with the
suDerio' seeostock you des re.
Vle are Performance Breeders 
- 
not cattle traders.
M. D. & Janet Shepherd
Hyannis, Nebraska 69350
(308) 458-2302
Barb Sebesta, Herdsman
(308) 458-2424
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COMMERCIAL STATE BANK
LOANS AND INSURANCE
COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
CEDAR BLUFFS. NE 68015
PHONE 628-2155
E&h d.Fibr In.ud b 3t6@
SCHNEIDER RANCH CO.
TOP QUALITY CROSSBREDS
Lloyd & Jerry
South Route
Cody, NE 69211
(402\ 823-4335
(402) 823-4255
for
The Cattleman
and
The Showman
CHERRY COUNTY
..CATTLE COUNTRY U.S.A."
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Queen Coronation & Alumni Dance
October 29, 1983 marked the date
of the Block and Bridle eueen Cor_
onation and annual Alumni Dance.
Johna Klug of Maxwell was crowned
Block and Bridle eueen, and MelissaHynes of Harvard was named Block
and Bridle Princess. First semester
initiates decorated in the East Union,
with the theme ,,Husker Hoedown".
Over 250 people attended the dance.Mary Meister served as the Mistressof Ceremonies. The queen unAprincess were crowned Ly Brenda
Heyden and Brenda Jesperson, the
1983 Block and Bridle Queen'andPrincess.
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1983 Queen Brenda Heyden crowns Johna Klug.
Husker Bob shows his spirit!
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From Left to Right: Denise Barnes,
19, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Dennis
Barnes of Louisville, is a sophomore
majoring in Agriculture Economics
and Animal Science. She is a member
of the Ag Econ Club, Ag Par*rners'
Farmhouse Little Sister and the Kap-
pa Delta Sorority. This year she serv-
ed as Steak Fry co-chairperson for the
club.
Johna Klug, 20 daughter of Mr' &
Mrs. Ted Klug of Maxwell, is a junior
majoring in General Agriculture. She
is an Alpha Gamma Rho little sister
and participates in co-rec. sports'
QUETN EoRoNATIoN
Brenda Leisy, 20 daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. Don LeisY of Wisner, is a junior
majoring in Animal Science. She is a
member of AlPha Xi Delta sorority,
Jr. & Sr. Meats Judging Team,
P.E.O.. UPC-Dances and Cornstock
Committee, and the East CamPus
choir. This Year she served as
Christmas Coffee ChairPerson'
Kim Miller, 20, daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. Roland Miller of Culbertson, is
a junior majoring in Animal Science.
She is a member of UPC-Dances &
Cornstock Committee, SPecial
Presentations Team, and Intramural
Sports. This Year she served as
Quadrathalon co-chairPerson.
{.ffir
Melissa Hynes, 20, daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. James HYnes of Harvard, is ajunior majoring in Consumer Af-
fairs. She is a member of Consumer
Affairs Major Club, America Home
Economic Association, and UPC-
Concert Committee Dances & Corn-
stock. She is currentlY serving as
Historian for the club"
Sandy Hotovy, 20, daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. Julius HotovY of Dwight, is ajunior majoring in Animal Science'
Stre is a menrber of AlPha Lamda
Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, UNL Marching
Band Flag CorPs, Agriculture Deans
list, and dorm floor activities. This
year she served as Assistant Historian
for the club.
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Service to the Beef lndustry
Excellence in Semen Quality
Superb Bull Care for Resident
Bulls
Fair and Competitive Pricing
*
:1.
Custom Collecting on the Farm
Centrally Located in Southeast
Nebraska
The Only Nebraska Custom
Collection Service qualified for
Foreign shipping
Location: laboratory 
- 
| mile south and I h miles
west of Greenwood lnterchange of Interstate 8O'
Bull Stud 
- 
l h miles east of lvlurdock. NE.
'Semen Centre' Phone:laboratory (4O2) 944-2544
Bull Stud (402) 867-2881
Technician (402) 867-3443
Address: Rt. #l
Ashland, NE 68003 l-80 Ashland.
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STARDOM ENTERPRISES
JEROME SETTLES
ROUTE 1
HOSKINS, NE 68740
PH. (402) 565-4828
Reg. Angus Exotic ClubCattle Calves
LANDGREN RANCH
Purebred Herefords
Left side & hip
James Landgren
Bartlett, NE 68622
308-654-3221
Beatrice Tl Livestock Sales Co.
Cattle sales every Monday
Fdr Pig sales every Tuesday
Hog sale every Wednesday
Clarence Tegtmeier
Jr. Thimm
Delmer Jurgens
S & O CATTLE
Rt. I Box 88
4 f Phillips, Nebraska 68865 \,t- /c
MARCHIGIANA CATTLE
BULLS & CLUB CALVES
Bill Schuster Gordon Schuster Roger Obermeier
Phillips, Nebraska Phillips, Nebraska Grand Island, NE
402-886-2342 402-886-2331 308-384-9906
STMMENTALSIIII
The foslesl growing breed.
Performonce is the nome of the gome.
OFFICERS Al'.lD DIRECTORSWrite for
Membership
Directory
Field Day
Jr. Progress
Show
Broken Bow
For memberships write:
Gary Stearns, Sec.
Rt.4, Box 267
North Platte. NE 69101
NEBRASKA SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION
Activities Include.
Annual Meeting and Seed Stock Sale, Steer Futurity, Bull Test and Sale, Junjor Progress Show, Field Day,
State Fair Show, Tour, and Club Calf Sale. Contact one of the above directors for more information.
* Marvin Kenfeid Tryon * Leonard Macktey * president IBig Springs Arnold John Berggren
* Arden Uhlir
Verdigre
* Dale Pettit
* Sec.-Treas.
Gary starns weston
North Platte
* Jim Ott * Vice President
North platte Dennis Breinig
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KIDS lAY
Can we take him home for mom?
What a big fella!
Block & Bridle gives children from
Lincoln a chance to see and pet farm
animals annually with an event known as
"Kids Day". On October Sth numerous kids
from Lincoln day care centers and grade
schools entered the Judging Pavilion where
they were greeted by baby calves, a sow and
litter, goats, horse, donkey and two leghorn
hens.
Julie Scheideler and Brain Katz headed
the exciting day of learning experiences. The
kids, both young and old, appeared to have
a fun day ryi11t the animals. Kool-Aide and
cookies were served to the children before
they left the farm life.
A big Thank You goes to the Animal
Science Staff for contributing their time,
animals, and effort to make it a successful
event.
Oh, so soft!
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HORSE STMPOSIUM
On October 8th, the second annual Block and
Bridle Horse Symposium was held at Diamond
Head Ranch at Pleasant Dale, NE. More than
100 people attended.
Short seminars were given on "Nutrition" and
"Unsoundness of Feet and Legs", and
demonstrations were given on "Flexing" and
"Draft Horses".
Committee chairman Norma Harris expressed
her appreciation and urged more members to
become involved with this event next year.
Commanding the day 
- 
our own Norma Harris'
A demonstration of flexing properly.
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A BIG
THANKS
TO OUR
QUARTER HORSE
SHOW
SADDLE
SPONSORS
FffiB
The Sign of Friendly Modern Banking
Farmers & Merchants Bank
Imperiaf, NE 69033
SINCE
1887
Over
90 Years
WATJNETA EALLS BANK
202 NORTH TECUMSEH
WAUNETA, NEBRASKA 69045 o 308-394 5720
"Your Full Service
Community Financial Center"
@B
CHASE COUNTY BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
P.O. BOX 277
IMPERIAL, NEBRASKA 69033
Checking Accounts
Safe Deposit Boxes
Trust Services
Notary Service
Passbook Savings
Night Depository
Certificate of Deposit
Bank In The Box
Loans
Bank
Drafts
Telegraph
Money Orders
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NEBRASKA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
ANd NEBRASKA PORKETTES
"The Voice of the Nebrasko Pork Producer"
NATIONAL
Poffi Pn00|Jfft$ co|JtHt
SALUTES THE NEBRASKA
BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB
AND ENCOURAGES THE
CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT
OF FUTURE LEADERS OF
THE ANIMAL INDUSTRY
Registered Quarter Horsesdffiir "i:l,irJ"1f;!' h$DSrrre''i REYNOLDS, lNC. I
Home of Zippo Pine Bar
1- ri,*,jgiilJ.,?i, 0Phone 308-324-4643 Norman, Rod
Phone 308-324-5758 Larrv
KnnusE CATTLE Co
n
Victor Krause V Howard Krause
E.H. Krause
Custom Cattle Feeding
22 miles northeast of
Alliance, NE
Todd's Landmark Farms, Inc.
Registered Angus Cattle
"Performance since 1956"
Bulls and females for sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Todd & Family
Brunswick, NE 68720
(402) 842-3696
192 S. PACIFIC, ROUTE 1, ELKHORN, NE 68022
289-3363 0R 289-4433
INQUIRES TO: KERRY COOKSLEY
or
DR. BILL KARRER
*We have these fine studs: Easy Thymus-AAA,
Superior Knowledge-TB, Noble Lord-TB
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John's views are heard.
CHRISTM[S
F NFFFF
U UI I II
The 1983 Christmas Coffee was held Friday,
December 9, 1983 in the Marvel Baker Hall
Library. Over 200 Animal Science faculty,
graduate students, staff, and B & B members
were treated to a delicious lunch of Hormel Cure
81 ham, cheese, relishes, coffee and punch.
The event was hosted by co-chairpersons
Brenda Leisy and Jennifer Abrahamson.
Doesn't the food look good?
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Faculty takes a break for lunch.
HAM SALTS
,\^'t
Governor Kerry is presented the first ham by Co-Chairpersons Mark Nisley'
Jack Dye and Kathy Hulse.
Ham sales was once again the primary money
making project of the year. Over 22,000 pounds
of Hormel Cure 81 smoked, boneless hams were
sold during November and December. The club
netted $3500.00 and 163 members and initiates
participated. The top ten salespersons were: l)
Jack Dye, 2)Kit Powell, 3) Kevin Pentz,4) Scott
Anderson, 5) Mary Meister, 6) Mark Jagels, 7)
Mark Nisley, 8) Linda Van Pelt, 9) Brenda
Heyden, l0) Sandra Hotovy.
Hams were presented to Governor Kerry and
were served at Christmas Coffee. The club owes
a debt of gratitude to Dr. Roger Mandigo for his
generous assistance and coordination of this pro-
ject. THANK YOU also to the staff at Loeffel
Meat Lab especially to the Block & Bridle's many
customers!
How about that Cure'81 Ham!
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RLS
Rishel Livestock Services
Professional
Livestock
Merchondising
Congratulations to the (fNL Block & Bridte Ctub
for its outstanding accomplishments,
and good luck to the B & B members
in their future livestock careers.
Rishel Livestock Services, Inc.
Bill Rishel Don Eiten
P.O. Box 1511
North Platte, Nebraska 69103
Office: 308/534-5305 Home: 308/534-5772
Our Service Doesn't Cost 
- 
It Pavs! !
BILL RISHEL
DON EITEN
Banner County Bank
Member FDIC
Your Full Service Bank
Phone (308) 436-5024
P.O. Box 87
Harrisburg, Nebraska 69345
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FIRST
NATIONAL
LINCOLN
...safe
and
SECUTE
for
over
112
years.
TheFirstTeam.
ililmilffi1
Doing it all. For you.
FIRST NATIONAL LINCOLN
13th & M Sts . 56th & O Sts . 13th & LSts
Lincoln, Nebraska, Member F.D i C.
DEIIEL COUNTY STATE BANK
ii|EMBER FEDERAL BESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBEB FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Estabtished 1st9 Chappell, Nebraska 69129
We would like to congratulate the University of
Nebraska Block and Bridle Club on a successful
year and wish them the best of luck in future years.
MERLYN CARLSON
Lodgepole, NE 69'149
308-483-5295
CARLSON FEEDLOT, INC.
Chappell, NE 69129
308-874-2501
^nJ-tr
Three Bar 0
CARLSON RANCH COMPANY
Lodgepole, NE 69149
308-483-5294
Oshkosh Feed Yord
Custom Cottle Fbeding
Everett McCormick
Res. Ph. 772-3878
Delbert Nomuth
Res. Ph.7724315
Ph. (308)772_3237
Oshkosh, Nebrosko 691 54
CORNHUSKER INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS, INC.
"See us about trucks 
- 
We know them"
New & Used Trucks
Parts & Service
3131 Cornhusker Hwy
Lincoln, NE 68504
466-8461
Toll Free 800-742-7332
D
rill
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QU.[!R.tIH,{t0N
The Block and Bridle Quadrathalon was held February 10 and I l. The final round of the quiz bowl
was held February 16 at the regular meeting. The field of contestants consisted of 9 teams with each
team participating in four events. These included an oral presentation, quiz bowl, written exam and
lab practical. In oral presentation event each team was allowed an hour of research and a half-hour of
preparation before giving their ten minute presentation to the judges. During the quiz bowl event, two
teams competed against each other as toss-up questions were asked. The written exam covered animal
breeding, meats nutrition, physiology, poultry, sheep, dairy, swine, beef, and horses. The lab prac-
tical consisted of ten stations where various situations were discussed and preformed. These situations
were swine breeding problems, evaluation of dairy sires, saddling a horse and problems and techni-
ques of reproduction. The top team, Brink's Brigade consisted of Jess Miner, Marc Bauer, Greg
Ibach, and John Kube. This team represented Nebraska at the Midwest Regional contest in Chicago
on March 25-26. They tied for first place and won the lab practical and quiz bowl.
The Brink'sWinning
Team Brigade
Final Standings
1.)
3.
l.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
1.
2.
J.
Oral Presentation
Brink's Brigade (Bauer, Miner, Kube, Ibach)
Sky Blue Crew (Jagels, Peterson, Hotovy,
Klug)
UN Barn Crew (Dye, Berger,
Southeast Cowboys (Keebler,
Nisley)
Lab Practical
Brink's Brigade (Bauer, Miner, Kube, Ibach) 1.
UN Barn Crew (Dye, Berger, Sinder, Martin) 2.
Cooler Rats (Anderson, Miller, Reynolds,Starkey) 3.
Alfa-falfa-hey (Duer, Rudolph, Christenson,Gibbons) 4.
Overall
Sindt, Martin)
Dorn, Schlake, 4.
Brink's Brigade (Bauer, Miner, Kube, Ibach)
UN Barn Crew (Dye, Berger, Sindt, Martin)
Cooler Rats (Anderson, Miller, Reynolds,
Starkey)
4. Sky Blue Crew (Jagels, Peterson, Hotovy,
Klug)
Written Exam
Brink's Brigade (Bauer, Miner, Kube, Ibach)
UN Barn Crew (Dye, Berger, Sindt, Martin)
Boar Board (Bechtel, Acton, Mencke,
Kyser)
Southeast Cowboys (Keebler, Dorn, Schlake,
Nisley)
Quiz Bowl
Brink's Brigade (Bauer, Miner, Kube, Ibach)
Cooler Rats (Anderson, Miller, Reynolds,
Starkey)
Sky Blue Crew (Jagels, Peterson, Hotovy,
Klue)
SWAG (Baum, Wichmann, Guttinger, Witte)
4.
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Well 
- 
what do ya'think guys? Dr. Elton Aberle, Head of
Department investigates the
Lab Practical.
the Animal Science
poultry part of the
What's the big attraction?
As you can see 
-Quadrathalon.
The uN Barn crew hasn't thought this hard on a question ail year!
Hey guys 
- 
took at this!
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there is some fowl play involved with lhe
MEATS IUD$IN$ EONTEST
The Meats Contest was held February 18, 1984 at the Loeffel Meat Lab. The contest consisted of a
Junior and Senior Division. Duane Starkey won the top Senior Division and Susan Borgelt took first
place in the Junior Division. Many fine Block & Bridle members participated in the event. Larry
Miller served as Chairman of the event. The contest was a great learning experience and more people
should go judge next year.
Duane Starkey won first place in Senior Division. Susan Borgelt took Junior Division overall in the contest.
Paul Burger "trying to decide which one should go first."
'78
Members evaluating hog carcasses.
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LI1ITSTOCK JU!$IN[ EONTEST
The Livestock Judging Contest was
held April 16, 1983 with both a Junior
and Senior Division. This breakdown was
determined by the degree of college judg-
ing experience. Over 120 members and
other individuals on campus competed for
ribbons and plaques. The top senior judge
was Paul Berger. Other winners in the
Senior Division were 2) Jeff Menke and 3)
Terry Maul. In the Junior Division, Eric
Clark placed first followed by Brian
Brown and Andrew Kliewer. The top
Junior team was "Independents #1",
which included Dave Ference, Tracil
Power, Keith Lund, and Eldon Elson.
Serving as the chairmen are Terry Keebler
and Craig Uden.
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SPRINB TOUR '84
Forty-five enthusiastic Block & Bridle members boarded the bus on March 23rd and headed out for
four fun-filled days on spring tour. Our first stop was just south of Lincoln at Golden Link Simmen-
tals of Firth. This is also the headquarters of the Barrister Breeders franchise. Harlan Doeschot
presented a video on the Barrister program and we got to see the herd bulls. We had to take the long
way around to get to our next stop because of a low weight limit bridge, but we finally made it to
Waldo Farms, just south of DeWitt, NE. Willard Waldo gave us a quick tour of some of their
facilities and then treated us to a delicious pork supper. From there we went south to Manhattan,
Kansas and spent the evening.
Saturday morning was a quiet one on the bus, with most people catching up on lost sleep. Our first
stop of the day was at Glenkirk Farms of Maysville, Missouri. Glen Klippenstein spoke to us about
their registered Hereford and Angus operation. Glenkirk Farms also treated us to a beef dinner in
downtown Maysville. From there we traveled to Bethel, MO to tour Perry Farms registered Duroc
hogs. After that, we traveled to see Doak's registered Southdown sheep" The Doaks also treated us to
a lambburger barbeque. Then it was on to Columbia to meet some of the members of the University
of Missouri Block & Bridle Club. Most everyone had a fun evening on the town.
Sunday morning we stumbled out of bed and went to see some Missouri jumping mules on the edge
of Columbia. This perked everyone right up and then we toured the University of Missouri's Animal
Science and Equine facilities. After a buffet dinner in Columbia, we headed to Concordia and a very
interesting tour of Gary Martins commercial dairy operation. From there we went to Greenwood to
tour Cowplex, a corporate dairy. We spent the night at Blue Springs, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City.
Monday morning we peeled our eyes open and headed for the Gary Faust stable at Liberty, MO.
Some very impressive Quarter Horses caught our eye and had everyone interested. Then it was on to
St. Joseph and a stop at the Stetson Factory Outlet Store. Some of the members bought hats, which
everyone had to try on as we traveled back to Lincoln. It was a great tour, and we hope more people
can join us next year! The Rowdv Bunch!
A.tm .r 
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--
Sandy Johnson, a former UN Block & Bridle member, explains
some of the experiments they are running at U of Missouri.
Willard Waldo of Waldo Y'all come back now, y'hear.
Farms
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Our bus driver, Ken, cheeking out the cows at the Gary
Martins dairy farm.
A break for the crew at the U of Mizzou.
8l
Linda finds a friend at the Doak Sheep Farm.
IHt 29rh ANNUfit
There were approximately 310 AQHA & Cutting entries on hand for the 29th Annual Block & Bri-
dle Club AQHA, NCHA, QHAN, CHAN, & WSCHA approved Quarter Horse Show, held April 5 &
6, 1984 at the State Fairgrounds Coliseum in Lincoln. Starting at 8:00 a.ffi., Thursday morning with
halter classes, pleasure and horsemanship, the day ended at 1l:00 p.ffi., when the evening's NCHA ap-
proved cutting contest was completed.
On Friday, April 6, reining, barrels and poles were in the morning, with the heading and heeling
rounding out the two day show.
This year's judges for the show were Jim Heird, an Animal Science Professor for Texas Tech
University from Shallow Water, Texas for the AQHA classes and Lowell Ferrell of Imperial,
Nebraska judged the NCHA and CHAN cutting classes. Lowell is one of the best horse trainers in the
area.
The highlight of the show was the presentation of the trophy saddle to the All-Around Horse. A
mare named Madam Miss Joe took the honors this year. She is owned by Howard Pitzer of Ericson,
Nebraska, and shown by Gary Campbell.
A big thank you goes to trophy saddle sponsors Chase County Bank & Trust Co., Farmers Mer-
chant Bank of Imperial, and the Wauneta Falls Bank. Also, a big thanks goes to all the fine class
sponsors:
B 8B
1 983 Stallions 1 982 Geldings 1 g8 1 Mares
Lloyd and Naomi Geweke Kimbrough ouarler Horses overtur{ 0uartef Horses
ord, NE
1 982 Stallions
Oiamond Head Ranch
!incoln, NE
1 98 1 Stalliofs
Soucie 0uartef Horses
Upland, NE
Aged Stallions
M/B Eanch
0enton, NE
1 983 6eidings
Geneva, NE
1 98 1 Geldings
Sherdon Ranch
Omaha, Nf
Aged Geldings
Whipoorwill Farms
Elkhorn, NE
Sutton, NE
Aoed Mafes
Howard Pitzer
Erosof, NE
Amaleur Hunt Seat Equ lation
K & Z 0istribrt ng Co
Lincoln, NE
Regrstered Hunt Seal
En0iish Pleasure
Pepsi Co a Boll ing Co
Iincoln, NE
Junrof Western Peasure
Lloyd and Naomi Geweke
0rd, Nt
Senior Western Pl€asure
Barth 0ru0
L ncoln, NE
Amale!r Western Horsemanship
H!ll afd Smilh Horse Vans Inc
Ashland, Nt
Reglslered Western Ridin!
Diamond Bar Y
Hastrngs, NE
Junior Cultrng
Farmland Ind!strles
FeediAnimal Health Division
L.lncoin, Nt
Cutlln0
Roler Peters
Livestock Ins!re.s
South Siour Crty, Nt
Senior Cuilrn0
0 & 0 0islribulrng
Lincoln, NE
Non Pfo Cutling
J D Ranch, John Wilkins
Geneva, NE
S3000 Novice Cutling
Tn State Feeders,
Mike Callicrate
51. Fraicis, KS
S 1 500 Novlce Iutting
Twin Fork Vet Clinic
Eenkelmar, NE
$500 Novice C!tlin!
- C 0uarter Hotses
Bayard, NE
S250 Novice B der Cutlrn0
Llncoln Beer 0islfibuting
Co., Inc.
Lincoln. NE
{Beaders)
Bruce Slurdy
Training Stables
PalmVra, NE
0pen NCHA Champi0nship Begistered Dally Team R0ping
Jufior Rern ng Amateur Calf Ropiflg
Loomis 0uanei Horses Carl 8r0wn 0laner Horses
Bee, Nt [ncoln, NE
Senror Rerning Begislered Calf Roping
Schroeder Cattle C0mpany 02 Plum Creek Veterinary Clinic
Re!rslered Heref0rds Lerington, Nf
PaIsade, NE
Amateur 0ally Team Bopin0
Regislered Pole Berding lHeadefs)
Firsl Nat ona Bank N0rth Platte Saddlery
[incoln, NE North Platte, NE
Reg stered 0ally Team Roping Amaleur 0ally Team Bopin0
lHeelers) (Heelers)
Jim and Sandy Lemmon JDM Inc
Crawford, NE Lincoln, Nt
Douolas E. Carper and Co.
Lincoln, NE
Amaleu. Bafre Racing
ADM Feed Coop.
Lincoln, NE
Regislered Ba(el Racing
Furby 0uarter Hofses
Albion. Nt
1983 Mares Amaleur fiunter Ufder Saddle
Midwesl Velerinary Supply The Gateway Weslern
Lincoln, NE Linroln, NE
1 982 Mafes
Maywood Co0perative Associati0n Pa0e Trophy Sh0p
Maywood, NI Lrncoln. NI
Davey Martin of Denton
the many fine horses he
the show.
82
Amateur Westetn Pleasure
Sands Construcllof
Lincoln. Nt
atop one of
rode during
It may not look it, but things ran very smooth throughout the show.
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This year's All-Around Horse honors went to Madam Miss Joe, owned by Howard Pitzer, Ericson, Nebraska. Shown with
the mare are Gary Campbell at the halter, and show chairmen Laurie Leonard and Bob Duer. Ihe saddle was donated bv
Chase County Bank & Trust Co., Farmers Merchant Bank of Imperial and the Wauneta Falls Bank.
High point Amateur Horse was A. Mr. Jagwire, owned and shown by Sharon
Kremer of Omaha. Pictured with Sharon are Melissa Hynes, Block and Bridle
princess; Johna Klug, Block and Bridle queen; judge Jim Heird of Shallow
Water, Texas; Sharon; Show Chairmen Laurie Leonard and Bob Duer. The pla-
que and pad were donated by Koening Quarter Horses and Ferrell's Western T,s.
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Mr. Ringman, Help! ! !
IIOCK AND TRIDTT
TH.INKS THE FOIIOWINE EPOIISORS
Security National Bank
Hartman Cattle Co., Tecumseh
Cornhusker Bank, Lincoln
Verola Angus Farms, Sutton
Exeter Feeders & Breeders, Friend
Blackjack Fitting Service, Ravenna
Vance Jeffres & Sons, Burwell
Indication Gelbvieh, West Point
Nebraska Junior Chianina Ass'n.
Jerry Adamson, Cody
F-osler Simmentals, Milford
Meister Simmentals, West Point
Nebraska Jr. Polled Hereford Ass'n.
Landgren Herefords, Bartlett
Nebraska Junior Angus Association
Blacktop Angus, Beemer
Nebraska Shorthorn Association
Nebraska Jr. Polled Shorthorn Ass'n.
Neidig Farm & Trailer, Battle Creek
Nisley Brothers, Bennet
The selection of the Grand Champion Steer
r'i
/:.i;#' ;. ;&;;;
Champion Intermediate Showman, Wendy Wohlers
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B ETF SHOW
Grand Champion Steer was shown by Steve Samson of
York.
Steer was shown by David Hopp of
The eleventh annual Big Red Beef Show was held on Saturday, April 7th, at the Nebraska State
Fairgrounds open class beef barn. The show included 189 entries and 132 exhibitors. Scott Brady,
County Extension Agent for Sherman County, judged the show.
' Awards were presented to the winners in Market Heifer, British Breed Steer, and Market Steer.
Breeding Heifers also received awards and were judged in six major divisions including Shorthorn,
Angus, Hereford, Simmental, Chianina, and Commercial. The divisions of Showmanship were
Senior, Intermediate, and Junior, with the top two winners in each division winning plaques.
Co-chairman of this years Big Red Beef Show were Paul Berger, Jeff Manke, and Kent Anderson.
Reserve Champion
Syracuse.
Joel Berggren was the Reserve Champion Jr. Showman. Champion British Breeds Steer was shown by Jason Krebs.
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the future belongs to
Nutional Junior Hetfer Show
to be held August 4-7 in
Rapid City, South Dskota
llfffii.I=-*igTohndatlort-
Room 100, Dept. J.R., Livestock Exchange Building
Denver, Colorado 80216 303/296-8835
JUNI(OR Limousin breeders
Junior Limousin breeders in every part of the country are enjoying
success with their Limousin heifers. Each summer, junior Limousin
breeders f rom across the U.S. gather for the toughest and most com-
oetitive Limousin female show in the world. the National Junior
Limousin Heifer Show.
In addition to the heifer show, many other activities make this an-
nual event one of the most exciting offered. A state team fitting con-
test, individual f itting and showing, best state display, and classes
for best pair of heifers and best three head from one state highlight
comoetition.
Regional junior Limousin shows are held at the American Royal in
Kansas City, Mo. and in Denver, Colo. during the National Western
Stock Show. Most states have junior Limousin shows at their sum-
mer field days, state fairs and many county fairs offer Limousin
ctasses.
Limousin heifers are def initely a solid investment in the future. As
a junior breeder, you can start building your own herd around a junior
heifer project. Or, you can sell your heifers at the end of the show
season at one of the regional or national sales.
North American Limousin Junior Association (NALJA) members
are under 22years old and pay only a $10 membership fee. NALJA
membership rolls total more than 1,500 enthused and active junior
Limousin breeders. NALJA programs are designed to teach young
breeders the responsibilities and skills necessary to raise and show
cattle. Through NALJA activities, junior cattlemen gain insight and
understanding of the beef industry.
Write today for a list of breeders in your area who can help you get
started in the Limousin business and for your NALJA membership
application.
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INTRODUCING
TO SA'E
MORE PIGS
Five years of Land O'Lakes
research with LitterMilk* milk
replacer on baby pigs proves:
. Increased livability*pigs fed
LitterMilk milk replacer had a
3.7 times better survival rate
than those on a conventional
pig milk replacer, despite the
challenge of E. caliscours.
. Reduced Scours- LitterMilk
milk replacer cut scour days
by more than 26 percent,
even with E. colipresent.
. Excellent growth perform-
ance-pigs weighing2%
pounds at birth weighed '11
to 13 pounds at the end of
3 weeks.
. Easy mixing and feeding-
you only need tomix and -
feed once a dav. Pios
JERRY BAHENSKY
Fegronal Manager
Ag Services
TO ltvlPRoltE
YOUR
BOTTOIVI LINE
A five year average of
LAND O LAKES* Porkcast
repods shows that extra pigs
can mean more income over
feed cost. Every pig saved
ov€r a litter average of 7% pigs
will return:
. an extra $30.26 per pig
raised to 40 pounds;
. an extra $47.50 per pig in
farrow to finish operations.
There is a better solution to
save more pigs and improve
your bottom line. Feed
LAND O LAKES' LitterMilk*
}:li..u:i.
Land O'Lakes,Inc.
rnhusker Hwy, Suite 301
one (402) 476-6900
ber BO0 742-OA2O 
- 
Olti{'a
il r.
s-
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SR. TI\ITSTOEK JUDEINE TTAM
seated (left to right): Jeff Menke, Kendall schlake, scott Anderson, Marc Bluej' and Paul Berger'
standing (left to right): Dr. Aberle, Department geaa, Bryce Ritz, Tim Arkfeld, Greg crawford, Mike sindt, Terry Maul,
and R.B. Warren' Coach.
American Royal
9th out of 2l teams
r
I
$,
Reasons 8th
caule 5th (sindt 6th)
Sheep 7th (Sindt 3rd)
Horses 1Oth (Maul 12th)
Hogs l4th (Schlake 24th)
Mike Sindt 922 (7th Indv.)
Kendall Schlake 912 (l8th Indv.)
Paul Berger 905 (33rd Indv.)
North American International Livestock Expo
21st out of 42 teams
Mike Sindt 933 (23td Indv.)
Kendall Schlake 928 (32st Indv.)Cattle 9th (Schlake 13th
Tim Arkfeld 888
Paul Berger 883
Midwest Training Contest 
- 
3rd out of 4 teams
Mid America Livestock Contest 
- 
l3th out of 17 teams
world AQHA Horse Judging contest 
- 
l7th out of 20 teams
National Western Contest 
- 
14th out of 26 teams
Sioux Empire Farm Show Contest 
- 
6th, 10th & llth out of 12 teams
MAEC 
- 
4th out of 22 teams
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JR. TIVESTOTK JUDOINE TEAM
Front Row (left to right): Jud Baldridge, Kent Anderson, Mark Nisley, Jack Dye, Susan Borgelt, Harlan Sorenson, Terry
Acton, Coach R.B. Warren.
Back Row (left to right): Randy Romine, Duane Starkey, Pat Yeutter, Kevin Pentz, Jeff Rudolph, Jeff Christensen, Mike
Cull. Paul Gibbens. Bob Duer.
Sioux Falls
4th, 10th and 16th out of 18 teams
Kent Anderson 934 (1lth Indv.)
Terry Acton 920 (I9th Indv.)
Susan Borgelt 9II (24th Indv.)
Pat Yeutter 906
Jeff Rudolf 896
Jeff Gibbens 895
Jud Baldridge 878
Mark Nisley 873
National Western Stock Show (Denver)
10th out of 30 teams
Reasons 1st, l0th, 16th
(Acton 4th, Anderson 7th)
Sheep 2nd, 8th, l5th
(Acton lst, Borgelt 5th)
Hogs 7th, 1lth, lTth
(Rudolph 8th)
Cattle 3rd, 10th, l5th
(Acton 3rd, Anderson 7th)
Reasons 
- 
8th
Sheep 
- 
llth (Borgelt 13th)
Hogs 
- 
llth (Baldridge 3rd)
cartle 
- 
5th (Baldridge Sth)
Carlot Contest 
- 
23rd (Nisley l9th)
Market Division 
- 
9th (Borgelt l lth)
Breeding Division 
- 
11th (Borgelt 30th)
Meats Division 
- 
9th (Rudolph 16th)
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Ak-Sar-Ben Meats Animal Evaluation Contest
llth out of lE teams
Jud Baldridge 886 (l4th)
Susan Borgelt 873 (32nd)
Jeff Gibbens 869 (40th)
Kent Anderson 851
Pat Yeutter 798
Susan Borgelt 2088 (21st)
Jeff Rudolf 2022 (60th)
Kent Anderson 1996 (72nd)
89
AK.SAR-BEN
Dedicated to Civic, Agricultural
and Educational Endeavors
MINDEN BEEF CO.
Est. 1914M
CARCASS BEEF & OFFAL
P.O. Box 70
MINDEN, NEBRASKA (308) 832-2680
Thank You
Advertisers
for your
Continued Support
INSURE THE FUTURE OF YOUR BREED
by Supporting your
Junior Breed Association
Join the
NEBRASKA JUNIOR
ANGUS ASSOCIATION
Attend the Junior Angus Show & Field Day
June 16 & 17
Columbus, Nebraska
SATURDAY .JUNE 16
Judging Contest
President: Rick Gestring
Red Cloud. NE
68970
SUNDAY . JUNE 17
Jr. Angus Heifer
& Steer Show
Sectetary: Cindy Minert
Dunning, NE
68833
STOCKMAN'S FEED and SUPPLY
Complete Line of PURINA
Chows and Health Products
209 South Street
McOook, NE
345-6380
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DIIRY JU!$ING TTAMS
Midwest Intercollegiate Dairy
Cattle Judging Contest
14 teams
42 contestants
Overall
Brown Swiss 
- 
7th
Individuals
Rick Carson 
-Brown Swiss, 6th
Tracy Mohr 
-Guernsey, 7th
Beth Mohr 
-Holstein. 13th
Seated (left to right): Tracy Mohr and Beth Mohr.
Standing (left to right): Randy Martinsen, Coach Dr. Eldridge, and Rick Carson.
National Intercollegiate Dairy
Cattle Judging Contest
19th out of 35 teams
140 contestants
0verall
Placings 
- 
Izth
Holstein 
- 
7th
Individuals
Beth Mohr 
-
17th placings,
32nd overall
Rick Carson 
-
8th Jersey
Tracy Mohr 
-l5th Holstein
Seated (left to right): Tracy Mohr and Beth Mohr.
Standing (left to right): Jeff Langemeier, Coach Dr. Eldridge, and Rick Carson.
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SR. MT.[TS JUDOIN$ EONTTST
Seated left to right: Brenda Leisy, Joyce Beccard, Bob Duer, Jeff Rudolph, Kelly Conrad, Duane Starkey. Standing left to
right: Dr. Elton Aberle 
- 
Department Head, Kent Anderson, Mark Kliewer, Kevin Pentz, Chris Rhynalds, Kenny Miller,
Bob Cameron, Chris Calkins 
- 
Coach, Head Coach Toni Day.
Iowa State Meats Contest
5th out of 7 teams
Beef 5th (Anderson 5th-tie)
Pork 4th (Rhynalds 3rd-tie)
Lamb 3rd
Beef grading 8th (Anderson 5th-tie)
Pork lOth
Lamb 8th
Beef Sth (Starkey 4th)
Beef Grading 8th
Pork 9th (Starkey lst-tie,
Anderson 4th)
Lamb Sth-tie (Anderson lst-tie)
92
Bob Duer 891
Kent Anderson 881
Brenda Leisy 867
Chris Rhynalds 867
Jeff Rudolph 865
Duane Starkey 854
American Royal
10th out of 19 teams
Kent Anderson 958 (9-tie)
Duane Starkey 927
Jeff Rudolph 905
Brenda Leisy 893
International
9th out of 22 teams
Kent Anderson 969
Duane Starkey 962
Mark Kliewer 944
Bob Duer 900
Mark Kliewer 853
Joyce Beccard 847
Kevin Pentz 835
Bob Cameon 833
Kenny Miller 829
Kelly Conrad 810
Kenny Miller 907 (alternate)
Bob Cameron
Bob Duer
Bob Cameron Alternate
Chris Rhynalds
Jeff Rudolph
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Seated left to right: Cory Leaver, Jay Wolverton, Jeff Langemeier, Larry Miller, Chris Baum, Kurt Borgelt. Standing left
to right: Dr. Eiton Aberle 
- 
Department Head, Don Ecsh, Penny Stalnaker, Cindy Jensen, Linda Hirschman, Alan
Forster. Dallas Kime, Chris Calkins 
- 
Coach, Head Coach Toni Day.
Southwestern
l0th out of 13 teams
Beef judging 6th Cory Leaver
Pork judging 7th (Cory Leaver tie 5th) Jeff Langemeier
Lamb judging 10th Linda Hirschman
Beef judging lOth (red)
Beef grading Sth (red)
Pork judging 8th (white)
Pork judging 9th (red)
Lamb judging 9th (red)
(Penny Stalnaker tie 2nd)
Lamb judging 10th (white)
Houston
Red-9th out of 13 teams
x Alan Forster
x Cindy Jensen
x Penny Stalnaker
o Dallas Kime
red=x white=o
National Western (Dallas)
7th out of 11 teams
Cindy Jensen
Penny Stalnaker
Don Esch
o Larry Miller
o Linda Hirschman
o Don Esch
Kurt Borgelt (alt)
925
895
880
873
860
859
858
859
852
795
850
8il
806
776
Beef grading 7t}i' Jeff Langemeier
Lamb judging 8th Dallas Kime
Specifications 2nd (Dallas Kime, Jeff Cory Leaver
Langemeir, Cory Leaver - lst tie) Alan Forster
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909
907
886
963
9s3
934
9t4
Penny Stalnaker
Chris Baum
Larrv Miller
Paul Berger
J.R. Evans
John Langemeier
Mary Meister
Brenda Heyden
Pam Gillen
Laurie Leonard
Paul Oltjenbruns
Julie Scheidler
Jack Dye
Linda Van Pelt
Marc Bauer
198{ STNI0RS
As the class of 1984,
We never just "did," we alwoys "did more."
As we leave, we wish the club well,
Cquse if you qren't in B & B, you con iust go to
Dyesville.
Doug Petersen
Kathy Hulse
Mark Jagels
Doug Barnell
Terry Keebler
Kendall Schlake
Carma Daugherty
Jeff Menke
Duane Starkey
Scott Anderson
Mike Block
ffi
JTKYtt 8 HIIT CATTTE COMPANY
He's kind to his wife when the market goes upHis children think that he's neat.
The implement dealer sits by him in churchAnd his banker waves on ttre street.
Salesmen treat him like he was kins
The hired man asks for a raise.
Jhe prgs is reporting exorbitant gainsBut P.C.A.'s singin'his praise!
A genius, he humbly admits to himself,
Smart as a tree full of owls!
Twenty foot tall with a bullet proof brainAnd a friend to all of his palsi
But
His
The
And
He gets lots of mail
The gas man won,t
The feed company
He's a leper down
something occurs when the
family feels it first.
market goes down.
from lawyers in town.fill up the tank.
rep has forgotten his name!
at the bank!
mother-in-law gives him plenty of room
the dog gets reg,larly curied!
His ulcer is worse. His accountant's in jail!
They repo'd the pickup he had.
His levi's don't fit. They bag in the rear
They've chewed on his tail so bad!
I1g Tight get discouraged, but down at the saleHis heart will rejuvenale..
I gq-Ulgl i" spirit whose living dependsOn the fickly finger of fate!
- tSttt(.f9 just like the story of Jekyll and Hyde
p}Qi#*"ffi*1.?{{:t;l*r.
\T fe " Reprinted with permission of Baxter Black,
t
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These hogs
HAVE TO measure up
Nebraska SPF hogs are produced in all the major breeds as well as crossbreds.
I Gan you trust "eyeballing" to select replacement
breeding stock for your hog herd?
We don't think we can. So we pre-set high stan-
dards ol health, performance and quality that
Nebraska SPF boars and gilts HAVE T0 measure up
to il they are to be olficially approved as Nebraska
SPF breeding stock and sold as such.
These standards include:
o Regular inspection to assure best ol health.
o Weight-for-age stats 
- 
boars 220 pounds by 170
days of age, gilts by 185 days.
o Boars less than 0.95 inch backfat at 220 pounds,
gilts less than 1.1 inch.
These are minimum requirements. You can get
individual stats on any animal you are considering.
Where else can you get guarantees like these?
NebroskoSPF
[very precaution is taken to
keep SPF swine healthy.
SWINE ACCREDITING AGENCY
1U5 Vet Basic Science Bldg.. Fair Street at East Campus Loop
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583 . 402/472/3818
wru-
-?*ffw**
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We Snr-urE AND CorucnnrulATE ALL
BLOCK & BRIDLE MEMBERS
FOR THEIR LEADERSHIP IN ANIMNI SCIEruCC
*******************

